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1. Introduction
The bacterial envelope is a complex structure that offers protection against an
unpredictable and hostile environment. The two frequently studied bacterial cell
envelopes can be distinguished based on their response to the Gram-staining
procedure. In Gram-positive bacteria, the cell envelope is made by a thick stressbearing layer of peptidoglycan, which encases and protects the cytoplasmic
membrane. Gram-negative bacteria possess an additional membrane, defined as the
outer membrane, that surrounds the thin peptidoglycan layer. The outer membrane
differs in many aspects from the cytoplasmic or inner membrane. The presence of an
extra membrane leads to define “diderm” the Gram-negative organisms as opposed to
the Gram-positive “monoderm” bacteria. The multi-layered structure of the Gramnegative envelope, together with its peculiar composition, has several implications in
the growth and propagation of this group of organisms as discussed in the following
sections. Escherichia coli is one of the most studied Gram-negative bacteria and the
model organism in our studies.

1.1 Escherichia coli
E. coli is the rock star in microbiology research. It was discovered by the German
pediatrician Theodor Escherich in 1884 [1]. Since then, it was the most widely used
species in a huge variety of different fields. It was studied for bacterial physiology,
virulence, genetic transcription, translation, and regulation, for genetic engineering,
biotechnology, microbial evolution and so on and so forth. E. coli had been chosen as
representative of Gram-negative bacilli, measuring about 2.5 μm in length by 1 μm in
width, although it varies considerably according to the strain and the growth conditions
[2]. What makes it attractive is how easy it can be obtained, cultured, and genetically
manipulated. It can be isolated from virtually any mammalian gut microbiome, and it is
a hardy and versatile species, which can grow fast on many different nutrients. E. coli
is a facultative aerobe, i.e., it can grow happily with or without oxygen, but it cannot
cope equally well with extremes of temperature or pH. It is a member of the
Enterobacteriaceae, and is closely related to pathogens such as Salmonella,
15

Klebsiella, Serratia and Yersinia pestis [2]. Despite its in general harmless presence,
E. coli can also be a major cause of diarrheal diseases, peritonitis, colitis, infant
mortality and urinary tract infections that world-wide kill roughly 2 million humans each
year [3,4]. Some strains may even cause cancer [5]. The most notorious
enterohemorrhagic strain is the E. coli O157:H7 [6]. There are mainly three well studied
E. coli strains: the above-mentioned O157:H7, the laboratory strain K-12 and the
uropathogenic strain CFT073. Based on whole genome sequencing, these three
strains share only 39.2 % of their genes [7]. The remaining genes constitute a vast
pool of ‘plug and play’ genetic variation, useful for increasing their fitness [2,7,8].
E. coli possesses an extraordinary dynamic genetic plasticity that enables it to survive
and adapt to different challenging environments. We can state that Escherichia coli
was the most important model organism of the 20th century. Despite that it is now clear
that in many ways E. coli is different from other species, it will continue to be one of
the most important model organisms of the 21st century [2]. Here, we use E. coli for
studying the BAM complex, ubiquitous amongst Gram-negative bacteria, although with
some variations [9].

1.2 The inner membrane
The cytoplasmic or inner membrane (IM) is a canonical lipid bilayer composed of
phospholipids (PL) and proteins. The IM proteome of E. coli is composed of IM integral
proteins, lipoproteins and peripherally associated proteins [10]. IM integral proteins use
hydrophobic α-helices to span the membrane [11], whereas the lipoproteins are
located exclusively at the external side of the IM via an N-terminal N-acyldyacylglycerylcysteine residue [12]. As the classical lipid bilayers, the IM is endowed
with selective permeability and controls the directionality and the entity of the
exchanges with the external compartments. Protein complexes in the IM are involved
in key processes for the cell such as energy generation and conversion in the
respiratory chain, cell division, signal transduction and transport processes [10].
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1.3 The Peptidoglycan layer and the divisome.
The peptidoglycan (PG), or murein, is probably the largest macromolecule present in
bacteria. It is composed of glycan chains, connected by a short, unusual peptide
bridge. The glycan strands are alternating molecules of N-acetyl muramic acid
(MurNac) and N-acetyl glucosamine (GlcNac), linked by β-(1à4) bonds. The peptide
bridge is formed by the covalent bond mostly between L-Ala-D-Glu-meso-2,6diaminopimelic acid (dap)-D-Ala-D-Ala residues that connect two parallel glycan
chains. The PG conformation results in a mesh-like structure that encases the inner
membrane [13]. PG is an essential stress-bearing element that protects the bacteria
from environmental stress and helps to maintain the cell morphology [14]. Gramnegative bacteria possess a thin layer of PG. In E. coli, the estimated thickness is 6.35
± 0.53 nm [15]. Whilst the murein is thin, it is not homogenous along the cell axis, in
fact, 75 % is constituted by a monolayer and the remaining 25 % is a three-layered PG
[16]. Bacteria can grow and divide in a wide variety of environments. It was
demonstrated that the PG is able to bare high turgor pressure, stretching itself up to
300%, prior to undergoing a mechanical rupture [17]. In this way, the murein can
alternate between two states: relaxed or ‘disorganized’ and stretched or ‘ordered’ [18].
The organized and disorganized states are referred to the orientation of the glycan
strands that are more parallel in a stretched condition. This factor is crucial for the
permeability of the PG. The murein has pores that allow the diffusion of medium-sized
proteins. These pores are also called tesserae, formed by the maximal cross-linking of
the peptides from glycan strand to glycan strand of repeating MurNac and MurNac
units. Every tessera is composed of two chains of eight saccharides cross-linked by
two peptides [19,20]. A tessera, on average, is 2.06 nm wide, which would allow the
diffusion of ~25 kDa globular proteins in a relaxed condition [19]. It is also likely that
larger tesserae can be represented by two connected tesserae, in order to provide the
transport of even bigger molecules, i.e. around 50 kDa [19–21]. The murein can
change in response to turgor pressure, but it varies also during cell growth and division.
The PG is a highly dynamic molecule that grows continuously during the cell cycle. Its
modification is a complex well-regulated process, not fully understood yet. E. coli has
~40 different enzymes that synthesize and hydrolyze peptidoglycan in the periplasm
and a vast number of regulatory proteins [22]. The most dramatic event in bacteria is
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the cell division. Bacteria divide by binary fission to reproduce themselves. The mother
cell will constrict and split, originating two identical daughter cells. Cell division is
orchestrated by a tubulin homologue, FtsZ. FtsZ polymerizes to form a ring-like
structure, that acts as a scaffold for the recruitment of the division machinery, also
known as the divisome [23,24]. The divisome is a complex multiprotein machinery,
which comprises components from all the cellular compartments, from the cytoplasm
to the OM. This sophisticated machinery acts with a specific localization and timing.
The first event is the arrival of FtsZ, FtsA and ZipA, which mediate the formation of the
Z-ring at midcell on the inner leaflet of the IM [25]. FtsZ monomers are able to
polymerize by a GTP-dependent binding, while the GTP hydrolysis results in a
dissociation of FtsZ monomers [26–28]. FtsA and ZipA ensure the tethering of the FtsZ
proteins to the IM [25]. FtsA is an actin homologue that can bind the IM via its
amphipathic helix. It anchors FtsZ to the IM, but it is also responsible for the midcell
recruitment of other divisome proteins, such as PBP3 and FtsN [29–31]. FtsA, in fact,
plays a pivotal role for the whole divisome assembly. On the other hand, ZipA binds
FtsZ independently of FtsA, ensuring Z-ring stabilization [32]. After the formation of the
Z-ring occurs, the progressive recruitment of divisome proteins until a complete,
mature divisome is obtained. The first proteins that localize on the Z-ring are FtsE and
FtsX that together resemble an ATP binding cassette (ABC) transporter [33]. The
FtsEX complex is important to promote the maturation of the divisome and to activate
the hydrolases, to assist the septal PG cleavage in the two future cell poles [34,35].
The FtsEX is also required for the FtsK midcell localization. FtsK is a divisome protein
involved is chromosome segregation, to ensure a correct DNA partition in the future
daughter cells [36]. FtsK is involved in promoting the divisome structural stability and
in the recruitment of FtsL, FtsQ and PBP3 [37,38]. The downstream division proteins
that take part to the divisome are FtsQ, FtsL and FtsB that together form the FtsQLB
complex, responsible in the recruitment of FtsW, PBP3 and FtsN [39]. The subcomplex
FtsQLB has an active role in the regulation of the cell division, in that it inhibits the
onset of the septal PG synthesis, by inhibiting the GTPase activity of PBP1B and the
TPase activity of PBP3 [39,40]. In fact, FtsW, PBP3 and PBP1B are the division
proteins able to actively insert new septal PG. FtsW and PBP3 possess
glycosyltransferase (GTPase) and transpeptidase (TPase) activity, respectively, while
PBP1B is able to accomplish both reactions [41–43]. MurJ is a flippase that helps FtsW
18

to transport of the lipid-link PG precursor, Lipid II, across the IM [44,45]. FtsW,
moreover, has a structural role, contributing in the stabilization of the Z-ring [46]. PBP3
(FtsI) is involved in the PG synthesis at the septum and regulates the interaction of
FtsW with Lipid II [47,48]. PBP1B localizes at the division site through PBP3 and is
able to interact with the downstream division protein FtsN [42,49]. PBP1B GTPase and
TPase activity are triggered upon the interaction with the OM lipoprotein LpoB and the
cell division protein FtsN [50,51]. Its activity mediates the insertion of PG lipid-linked
precursors into the forming septum, crosslinking both the glycan strands and the
peptide bridges. The last, but not the least protein that takes part in the divisome is
FtsN, recruited at the Z-ring by FtsZ, FtsA, ZipA, PBP3 and FtsQ [38,52–54]. Its arrival
at the division site is the signal of the mature and complete divisome, therefore it is
considered the ‘gatekeeper’ of the cell division. It can stimulate the PBP1B and PBP3
activity, antagonizing the inhibition through FtsQLB [55]. On FtsN depends the septum
localization of the amidase AmiB, the amidase AmiC and its activator NlpD [39,49,56].
The assembly and the maturation of the divisome is marked in time and can be divided
in two steps: the assembly of the proto-ring, represented by the early proteins, and the
recruitment of the late proteins (Figure 1B) [57]. The whole process takes place by the
arrival at midcell of FtsZ and ends with the arrival of FtsN, around 20% and 40% of the
cell division cycle, respectively [57].
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A

B

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the divisome in E. coli cells. Figure A shows a simplistic overview of the core
components of the cell division. In figure B, early stage, and late stage of the cell division proteins recruitment
pathway are shown.
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1.4 The outer membrane and the LPS
The distinctive feature of the Gram-negative bacteria lies in the presence of an outer
membrane. It acts as a selective barrier that makes the bacteria robust, adaptable, and
naturally resistant to a wide range of antibiotics. The strength of the OM is due to its
characteristics: it is an asymmetric lipid bilayer, composed on the inner leaflet by
phospholipids (PL) and on the outer leaflet by lipopolysaccharides (LPS) [58]. LPS are
polyanionic molecules organized in three-structured domains: lipid A (the hydrophobic
moiety that anchors LPS to the OM), a core oligosaccharide and an O-antigen made
of repeating oligosaccharide units [59]. The O-antigen is the distal, surface-exposed
LPS moiety responsible for the immunogenic properties of this macromolecule [59].
The LPS structure confers a low permeability for hydrophobic solutes, due to the lipid
A moiety together with the PL on the inner leaflet. LPS are tightly packed to each other,
via abundant strong lateral interactions mediated by the bridging action of divalent Mg2+
and Ca2+ cations, stabilizing the negative repulsive charges of the phosphate groups
[60]. In E. coli, the biosynthesis of the LPS takes place in three different cellular
compartments: it begins in the cytoplasm, continues in the IM and it ends in the
periplasmic space. Such a complex process involves several independent biosynthetic
pathways, that require spatial and temporal coordination [59,61,62]. Everything
culminates in the production of a mature LPS molecule anchored to the periplasmic
face of the IM. The LPS are transported across the crowded aqueous periplasm by the
lipopolysaccharide transport (Lpt) system. The Lpt machinery comprises seven
essential components (LptA-G) that work as a single device [63,64]. The Lpt subunits
interact with each other and form a trans-envelope complex that spans from the IM to
the OM [65]. In the IM there are LptF, LptG with two LptB subunits associated on the
cytoplasmic side of the membrane , that together form an ABC transporter that exploits
the ATP-driven energy to facilitate the transit of the LPS molecules [66].The IM protein
LptC binds the LPS in the periplasm, followed by a still debated number of periplasm
bridging LptA subunits [67,68]. In the OM the LptDE translocon is composed of the βbarrel protein LptD and the lipoprotein LptE responsible for the final stage of LPS
assembly at the cell surface [65,69]. The LPS are the hallmark of the Gram-negative
bacterial OM.
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1.5 The OMPs
Besides LPS, the OM is also composed of outer membrane proteins (OMPs) and OM
bound lipoproteins. It was estimated that, in E. coli, they cover about 25% of the
bacterial cell surface [70]. The OMPs have unique features and behavior. Some
evidence suggests that OMPs are organized in clusters, called “islands”, that restrict
their lateral mobility [71–73]. They can diffuse laterally over a range of approximately
≤ 100 nm and regardless of whether they are bound or not to connection with the PG
[71]. The islands are homogeneously distributed over the cell and exhibit a diameter
of 0.5 μm, comprising many hundreds of OMPs [72]. These OMPs clusters are only
moving due to the insertion of new islands pushing pre-existing ones to the cell poles,
emphasizing the low mobility of OMPs in the OM [72]. Integral OMPs are made up of
multi-pass β-strands transmembrane domains wrapped into cylinders that span the
bilayer [60]. These β-barrel structures are mainly porins, that allow the communication
between the bacteria and the external environment, for example, the passage of
nutrient molecules. The different OMPs can influence the high intrinsic level of
antibiotic resistance in Gram-negative bacteria. Small molecules, such as β-lactams,
tetracycline, or chloramphenicol, can enter the OM barrier through porin channels,
while large molecules, like vancomycin, cannot cross the lipid bilayer. Moreover, the
low permeability of the OM becomes even more effective thanks to the synergistic
effect of the multidrug efflux complexes, that actively pump the antibiotics out to the
external environment [74]. Some OMPs exercise a specific function. LamB, for
example, catalyzes specifically the influx of maltose and other maltodextrins [75].
OmpT functions as a protease, with specificity for paired basic residues [76]. OmpA,
one of the major OMPs in E. coli, has a significant role in maintaining the integrity of
the cell envelope by binding the PG layer [77]. LptD, as already mentioned in the
previous paragraph, works in complex with LptE to assemble LPS on the surface of
the OM [69]. What is fascinating is that these complex β-barrel structures are not
produced in loco, they must traverse a series of different obstacles prior to reaching
their destination, the OM. The OMPs are synthesized in the cytoplasm, translocated
across the IM to reach the oxidizing periplasm and lastly, they are folded and inserted
22

into the OM. The last stage is performed by another OMP and its accessory
lipoproteins, which together form the β-barrel assembly machinery or BAM complex.

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the E. coli envelope. The inner membrane (IM) is encapsulated by the outer
membrane (OM) and the space in-between is called the periplasm. IM and OM are characterized by the presence
of proteins and molecular machineries. Some of those machineries span the envelope, like the Lipopolysaccharides
(LPS) transport machinery (Lpt). In the OM, the β-barrel assembly machinery (BAM) is responsible for the folding
and the insertion of the outer membrane proteins (OMPs). The OMPs are produced in the cytoplasm, exported to
the periplasm by the IM Sec machinery and delivered to the BAM complex by the periplasmic chaperones.

1.6 The BAM complex
The β-barrel assembly machinery (BAM) is a multiprotein complex responsible for the
folding and the insertion of OMPs in the OM. BAM is composed of five subunits (BamAE) of which BamA is an OMP and BamB-E are OM lipoproteins. The stoichiometry of
the complex is believed to be 1:1:1:1:1 [78]. BamA and BamD are essential subunits,
their depletion can cause severe OM defects and it eventually leads to cell death.
BamB, BamC and BamE are dispensable and their absence causes only minor OM
defects [79,80]. According to the crystal structure of the whole complex reported by
Han and coworkers, at 3.55 Å resolution, the BAM complex exhibits a “hat-like”
conformation, with the BamA as the hat crown, embedded into the OM, and the four
lipoproteins forming the brim, in the periplasmic space [81]. Recently, it has been
shown that multiple BAMs co-localize in OM ‘precincts’ via BamB-BamB transient
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interactions, even though more work is needed to verify the BamB role in this [82]. In
the last two decades, BAM has been intensively studied, and considerable advances
have been made, however many questions remain. Moreover, BAM represents a novel
target on the surface of Gram-negative bacteria, thereby circumventing the need to
design compounds which must permeate the outer and inner membranes to reach their
targets [83,84].

1.6.1 BamA
BamA is a member of the Omp85 family of proteins that are essential for OMP
biogenesis in bacteria, mitochondria and chloroplast [85]. In E. coli, BamA is a 90 kDa
protein with its amino-terminal domain spanning towards the periplasm, whereas the
carboxy-terminal domain forms an in the OM inserted β-barrel [86]. The periplasmic
domain consists of five polypeptide transport-associated (POTRA) motifs that show
dynamics, as they were found to be compact or extended in two different crystal
structures [87–89]. The POTRA domains do not share sequence identity but a similar
folding: a three-stranded β-sheet with 2 overlaid parallel helixes, each has a diameter
of about 2,02 nm (PDB: 3EFC and 1M5Y) [87]. The flexibility and the ability to bind the
chaperon SurA and the unfolded OMPs imply that the POTRAs can have a role in
substrate recruitment [90,91]. Besides, hinges between the POTRA domains allow
movement and extension of the periplasmic domain, potentially allowing it to reach the
inner membrane [87,89]. The POTRA domains are also engaged in the binding of the
BAM lipoproteins. BamB interacts with POTRA 2 and 3, while BamD interacts with
POTRA 1, 2 and 5. BamC and BamE are not directly in contact with BamA but are
bound to BamD [81,92]. The POTRA domains have a fundamental role, inasmuch cells
expressing BamA that lacks POTRA 1 and 2 exhibit OM defects, upon BamA depletion,
while cells that express BamA lacking POTRA 3 or 4 do not survive and the lack of
POTRA 5 is toxic, even in the co-expression with wild-type BamA [87]. The carboxyterminal domain of BamA is a β-barrel itself. The β-barrel is formed by 16
transmembrane antiparallel β-sheets with 8 periplasmic loops and 8 external loops.
The crystal structure of BamA revealed that the β-barrel can adopt two conformations:
an ‘inward-open’ and an ‘outward-open’ conformation. In the ‘inward-open’
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conformation, the lateral gate between the strands β1 and β16 is closed, whilst the
periplasmic lumen is open, to facilitate the uptake of the unfolded OMP substrate
[81,92]. In the ‘outward-open’ conformation the β-barrel domain opens a lateral gate
towards the OM, perhaps to release the folded OMPs, while the base of the barrel is
closed towards the periplasm [92–94]. In the BAM structure, the POTRA domains were
found in two different conformations: ‘closed’ and ‘open’ [92]. In POTRA ‘closed’ the
domain was fully occluding the lumen of the barrel from the periplasmic side. In the
POTRA ‘open’, the domains were distant from the barrel and the lumen is open towards
the periplasm. This suggests that the POTRA movements actively contribute to the
OMPs insertion into the OM. So, while still preliminary, it seems that the conformation
of the POTRA and barrel domains are coordinated such that when the POTRA domain
is closed, the barrel is in the ‘outward-open’ state, and when the POTRA domain is
open, the barrel is in the ‘inward- open’ state. It was found that the binding of BamCDE
contributes to this conformational of BamA [94]. A still open question is how BamA can
mediate the OMPs biogenesis. Two major mechanisms or theories have been
proposed in the last twenty years: the ‘BamA-assisted mechanism’ and the ‘BamAbudding mechanism’. In the first one, the periplasmic chaperones stabilize the OMPs,
the BamA catalyzes their insertion gradually, destabilizing locally the OM. This
mechanism does not exclude the possibility that the substrates are partially or fully prefolded within the periplasm [95–98]. In the second model, called the ‘BamA-budding
mechanism’ the OMPs substrates are gradually delivered to BAM, after which a BamAOMP hybrids barrel occurs. The BamA barrel itself acts as a scaffold, then the newly
folded β-barrel ‘buds’ or blebs away from the complex and gets inserted into the OM
[99,100]. Recently, in vivo structural mapping via intermolecular disulfide crosslinking
showed that the BamA barrel forms an ‘‘asymmetric hybrid-barrel’’ with the folding βbarrel of the client OMP [101]. Variations of these mechanisms have also been
proposed. For example, a supercomplex bridging from the IM to the OM has been
proposed. Here, the N-terminus of the nascent OMP could interact directly with BAM
upon secretion from the IM Sec translocon, which may involve accessory proteins,
such as YidC, and periplasmic chaperones, such as SurA and Skp [102–104]. The
BamA subunit is essential but its level can be reduced to a concentration that can still
support the cell growth, like in the bamA101 knockdown mutant [105]. This E. coli strain
contains an EZ-Tn5 insertion 23 bp upstream of the AUG start codon of the bamA
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gene, with a 9 bp chromosomal DNA sequence duplication. In a bamA101 strain, the
BamA protein production is reduced about 5-fold, besides, the OM insertion of the
OMPs LamB and OmpA is also decreased [105,106]. This mutant represents an
important tool to observe the effect of the reduction of the BAM complex function and
it is used in this thesis.

1.6.2 BamB
BamB is a 40 kDa lipoprotein attached to the inner leaflet of the OM via its aminoterminal palmitate lipid anchor [79]. BamB is in direct contact with the hub of the
complex, BamA, independently of the BamCDE subcomplex [107]. BamB is an eightbladed β-propeller. Each blade contains four β-sheets, connected by four loops, at the
center of the β-propeller there is a highly electronegative pore, [108–110]. BamB is
also considered responsible for mediating contacts between BAM complexes, in order
to facilitate the formation of ‘precincts’ or ‘islands’, restricted OM area enriched in
OMPs [72,82]. Even though the BamB subunit is not essential, its deletion causes high
membrane permeability and affects negatively the production of some OMPs, such as
LamB and OmpA [79]. Its absence has also a negative impact on the assembly of
autotransporters that are BAM-dependent [111]. Amongst the non-essential BAM
subunits, the null bamB mutation seems to cause the most severe phenotype [79,112].

1.6.3 BamC
BamC is a 37 kDa protein that consists of a disordered amino-terminal region followed
by two helix-grip domains connected by an α-helical linker [113,114]. BamC interacts
only indirectly with BamA, using its unstructured amino-terminal and the carboxyterminal portion of BamD [107,115,116]. The topology of BamC is controversial, its
helix-grip domain was found to be surface-exposed, rather than solely in the periplasm
[116]. The bamC null mutation does not exhibit an obvious growth defect, making it
difficult to identify its specific role [79,117].
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1.6.4 BamD
BamD is a 25 kDa essential BAM component [79]. It is responsible for substrate
recognition and for inducing conformational changes in the core subunit BamA [118].
This protein consists of 10 α-helices and five tetratricopeptide repeats (TPR) motifs
[115]. Usually, TPR motifs mediate protein–protein interactions and often assist the
assembly of multiprotein complexes. BamD, in fact, is directly connected to BamA and
it acts as a scaffold for the subunits BamC and BamE [107]. It has been proven that
the substrate-binding from BamD is communicated to BamA through the BamAD
binding interface [118–120]. Moreover, proper coordination between BamA and BamD
is required for OMP assembly, as mutations that disrupt BamAD binding are lethal
[118,120]. Hart and colleagues probed the mechanistic role of the two essential BAM
complex proteins, BamA and BamD [121]. The previously identified gain-of-function
mutation bamAE470K [122] bypasses the requirement for BamD and in the suppressed
bamD null cells, that exhibit OM barrier and growth defects, BamAE470K is able to
robustly assemble OMPs in the absence of BamD. Thus, contrary to commonly
assumed, BamD does not play a catalytic role in OMP assembly but rather functions
to regulate the activity of BamA [121].

1.6.5 BamE
BamE is the smallest subunit of the complex (13 kDa) with a ααββ fold. It is reported
to enhance the association of BamD with BamA [79,117], in fact, BamE modulates the
conformation of BamA indirectly by controlling the activity of BamD [106]. Deletion of
the bamE gene results in an increase protease sensitivity of BamA, in a general
reduction of OMPs assembly and in a slight OM permeability defect [106]. Moreover,
the lack of bamE abolishes the release of the stress-sensor lipoprotein RcsF from the
BamA subunit, preventing the formation of RcsF-OmpA complexes, since BamE
modulates BamA conformational changes [123,124].
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Figure 3. E. coli BAM complex architecture. Cartoon of the crystal structure of the BAM complex. the BamA (yellow)
C-terminal barrel is embedded into the OM, while the N-terminal POTRA domains are spanning in the periplasm,
anchoring BamB (green) on one side and BamC (magenta), BamD (cyan) and BamE (purple) on the other side.

1.7 The Braun’s lipoprotein
In 1969 Braun and Rehn discovered an OM lipoprotein that was covalently attached to
PG. After trypsin treatment, they found a lysin residue attached to purified sacculi,
every tenth repeating unit of murein. The high amount of lysin residues accounts for
more than 40 % of the PG units and makes it conceivable that it is distributed over its
whole surface [125,126]. This protein, known as Braun’s lipoprotein or Lpp, has the
important function of stabilizing the total structure of the cell wall. The Lpp is the most
abundant protein in E. coli, ∼ 1 million copies per cell [127]. Lpp acts as a staple,
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tethering the OM and the PG, and dictating the distance between the two. It was
attempted to enhance artificially the distance between the OM and the PG through the
expression of longer versions of the Lpp [128]. Recent studies however, demonstrated
that the physiological distance between the OM and the murein cannot be widened by
these engineering approaches. The distance is maintained via OmpA, which overrules
and compensates the augmented version of Lpp, imposing a tilt to the longer
lipoproteins [129]. The Lpp is an 8 kDa a-helix protein of only 58 amino acid that exists
as a coiled-coil homotrimer [130,131]. The Lpp is in equilibrium between two forms:
one covalently attached to PG (bound) and one that is not involved in PG binding (free),
in ratio 1:2 [132]. However, the ratio can undergo variations according to the growth
stage, e.g. in the stationary phase, the total amount of Lpp-peptidoglycan bound reach
almost 70% [14]. Thus, we can speculate that the free form of Lpp can serve as an
available pool of Lpp molecules to module the connections between OM and PG along
the cell axis or during the cell cycle. Albeit the free Lpp could assume diverse functions,
considering the finding from Cowles and coworkers, that the free form of Lpp was found
to be partially surface-exposed [133]. The Braun’s lipoprotein is translated with a 20
amino acid signal sequence to direct it to the SecYEG translocon that transports it
through the IM [134,135]. On the periplasmic side of the IM, the signal sequence is
cleaved off to expose the cysteine residue, in order to be N-acylated and inserted in
the inner leaflet of the OM by the Lol pathway [136]. The Lpp is enzymatically
connected to the PG layer by the L,D-transpeptidases LdtA, LdtB and LdtC [137].
These enzymes link the ε-amino group of the C-terminal lysine of Lpp to the carboxyl
group of the meso-diaminopimelic acid (mDAP) residues present in the PG peptide
stems. This crosslink can be hydrolyzed as the Lpp is in equilibrium between the free
and the bound form [132]. Recently, it was discovered that the enzyme involved in the
hydrolysis of the Lpp-peptidoglycan linkage is LdtF, renamed peptidoglycan mesodiaminopimelic acid protein amidase A (DpaA) [138,139]. Although the Lpp covers
such paramount role, this lipoprotein is not essential [140]. Cell lacking Lpp results in
a weak anchoring of the OM to PG and shows severe blebbing and OM abnormalities
and increase detergent and antibiotic sensitivity [141,142]. Its role is partially recovered
by OM proteins such as Pal and OmpA, but with a lower efficiency due to their noncovalent interaction [143,144]. Nevertheless, it has been proven that the
overexpression of the lipoprotein Pal can complement the sensitivity of the lack of lpp
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gene [142]. Pal, in fact, belongs to the Tol-Pal system, involved in the OM constriction
during cell division, in which the three-layered envelope must be tightly coordinated
[144]. It is likely that E. coli has evolved redundant systems to anchor the OM to PG to
ensure a homogeneous distance and an efficient cell division in different range of
environments.

1.8 Scope of this thesis
This thesis will shade light on the BAM complex, its distribution along the cell surface,
its spatial arrangement with the PG and the crosstalk with the PG synthetic
machineries. Combining genetic, biochemical and microscopy approaches we helped
to pave the way to lead to a better understanding of the cell envelope organization.
In Chapter 2 new insight is revealed into the spatial arrangement between the BAM
complex and the PG layer, using immunofluorescence. Newly BAM-specific antibodies
were raised to observe the physiological expression and localization of BAM. The BAM
complex is embedded in the outer membrane, extending in the periplasm with the
BamA POTRA domains and the accessory lipoproteins. The PG is located in-between
the OM and the IM, albeit with no specific allocation in respect to the OM machineries.
Here, it was observed, for the first time, that the BAM complex passively spans and
anchors the PG, imposing a defined OM-PG distance. In Chapter 3, the BAM
localization along the cell surface is discussed. Immunolabelling assays revealed
enrichment of BAM complexes at midcell during cell constriction, with specific timing.
The machinery localizes at midcell independently from active septation or the late cell
division proteins. The Z-ring formation seems to be the recruiting factor for the BAM
midcell occurrence in dividing cells. The BAM complex exhibits a midcell enrichment,
during constriction, due to the presence of the Z-ring. In vivo fluorescent labelling
allows following the insertion of YidC, which is involved in the membrane insertion of
cell division proteins in the inner membrane. YidC exhibits a similar effect, its midcell
localization occurs during constriction and it is dependent on the Z-ring formation. This
would suggest tight coordination between divisome, IM protein transporter and the
BAM machinery, to may ensure the correct formation of new daughter cell poles. In
Chapter 4, a new optimized version of the cyan fluorescent protein superforlder
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Turquoise is presented. The engineered fluorophore was made suitable to face
challenging oxidizing environments, such as the periplasm. The new protein,
christened superfolder Turquoise 2ox, was tested as a donor in a periplasmic FRET
assay. It resulted in a powerful tool to assess protein-protein interaction in the E. coli
periplasm. In Chapter 5, a general discussion will provide an overview of the
discoveries made in this thesis, suggesting the possible following steps and providing
a global picture of the cellular envelope arrangement and coordination.
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2. Abstract
Gram-negative bacteria possess a three-layered envelope composed of an inner
membrane, surrounded by a peptidoglycan (PG) layer, enclosed by an outer
membrane. The envelope ensures protection against diverse hostile milieus and offers
an effective barrier against antibiotics. The layers are connected with each other
through many protein interactions. Bacteria evolved sophisticated machineries that
maintain the integrity and the functionality of each layer. The β-barrel assembly
machinery (BAM), for example, is responsible for the insertion of the outer membrane
integral proteins including the lipopolysaccharide transport machinery protein LptD.
Labelling bacterial cells with BAM-specific fluorescent antibodies revealed the spatial
arrangement between the machinery and the PG layer. The antibody detection of each
BAM subunit required the enzymatic digestion of the PG layer. Enhancing the spacing
between the outer membrane and PG does not abolish this prerequisite. This suggests
that BAM locally sets the distance between OM and the PG layer. Our results shed
new light on the local organization of the envelope.

2.1 Introduction
Diderm Gram-negative bacteria are characterized by the presence of two concentric
membranes: the inner membrane (IM) that surrounds the cytoplasm, the outer
membrane (OM) that encloses the IM and the space in-between, called periplasm. The
IM and the OM differ in lipid composition, inasmuch the IM is a symmetric bilayer
composed by phospholipids (PL), while the OM is asymmetrical with PL in the inner
leaflet and lipopolysaccharides (LPS) exclusively in the outer leaflet. Both membranes
are enriched with integral (intrinsic) and peripheral (extrinsic) proteins. The IM integral
proteins have one or multiple membrane-spanning α-helices embedded in the PL
bilayer, whereas the OM proteins (OMP) are channel-forming porins, consisting of
transmembrane β-barrels. Membrane proteins are produced in the cytoplasm and
transported to their envelope destination. IM protein insertion is facilitated by the
proximity of the producers and transporters, that can use ATP-driven energy to pass
them through the membrane. In contrast, ATP is not present in the periplasm. OMPs
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require transportation across the crowded aqueous periplasmic space with the help of
soluble chaperones [117], that will deliver the substrates to their OM acceptor: the βbarrel assembly machinery (BAM) [79]. The BAM machinery recognizes the OMPs and
inserts them in the OM. In Escherichia coli, BAM is composed of five subunits: a βbarrel structure, BamA, and four lipoproteins, BamB-E. BamA, the core of the complex,
contains five POTRA (polypeptide-transport associated) domains in the periplasm.
BamA and BamD are the only essential components and are well conserved amongst
Gram-negative bacteria [79,107]. Single deletion of BamB, BamC and BamE subunits
cause different phenotypes: ΔbamB mutants have a general strong OM defect [145],
while ΔbamC and ΔbamE do not exhibit any severe abnormalities. Recently, it was
found that BamE is important for the formation of complexes between RcsF, a stress
envelope sensor, and BamA [122,123,146,147]. The BAM complex is the major
component to ensure OM integrity as all β-barrel proteins are dependent on it, including
LptD, the essential β-barrel that inserts lipopolysaccharides in the outer leaflet of the
OM. BAM is fundamental for protecting the bacteria from an enormous variety of hostile
environments and from the presence of toxic compounds, such as antibiotics. The OM
encloses the biggest macromolecule of most bacteria: the sacculus, also known also
as peptidoglycan (PG) or murein. The PG is a polymer of sugars and amino acids that
forms a mesh-like structure. Its chemical composition and function are highly
conserved amongst bacterial species. It provides shape, rigidity and protection against
internal turgor pressure [18]. Gram-negative bacteria have evolved sophisticated
systems for maintaining the integrity and the functionality of the OM and the PG and
coordinating their synthesis and turnover, in concert with cell elongation and cell
division. During cell growth, the inhibition of PG production, using antibiotics, or its
specific degradation, by lysozyme, result in cell lysis [13]. The physical tethering
between OM and PG, covalently or not, is one of the strategies adopted to ensure
coordination and communication between the two layers. In fact, PG is covalently
crosslinked to the OM via the most abundant E. coli protein: the Braun’s lipoprotein
(Lpp) [125,127]. Lpp is a homotrimer of a 58 amino acid α-helical protein, with an Nterminal lipid tail embedded in the OM and the carboxy-terminus covalently connected
to the peptidoglycan. The main role of Lpp consists of maintaining the physiological
distance between the outer membrane and the murein, especially during cell division
[128,148,149]. Despite the high production of Lpp, it is not an essential protein [140].
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In 2017, it was shown that manipulating the length of Lpp increased the OM-PG
distance artificially. Thus, a useful tool was created for testing relations between OM
and PG itself [128,149]. Although BamA is embedded in the outer membrane, its
POTRA domains extend into the periplasm where they bind to the BAM accessory
lipoproteins. How the POTRA domains and the BAM accessory lipoproteins are
located with respect to the PG remains unknown. Here, by using immunofluorescence,
we investigated the spatial organization of BAM within the periplasmic compartment.
This information is essential for further understanding on how the OMPs pass through
the PG to be inserted into the OM.

2.2 Results
2.2.1. The BAM complex is evenly distributed in the envelope
To be able to investigate the BAM complex in relation with other cell compartments,
we generated new polyclonal antibodies against the whole folded BAM machinery. The
antibodies were made to be used for western blot analysis and immunofluorescence
localization studies. Their specificity was validated both with native and denatured
complexes; upon denaturation, all subunits of the complex were recognized, albeit with
different efficiencies (Fig. S1). Then, the antibody affinity was tested for
immunofluorescence, anti-BAM (αBAM) was used to examine the envelope distribution
of native BAM complex in fixed E. coli BW25113 wild-type cells (Fig. 1A). As expected,
the BAM complex localizes on the periphery of the cells in bright distinct foci [82,116].
The immunolabelled cells were analyzed with the ImageJ plugin ObjectJ [150] in order
to observe whether the complex is subject to change in expression over time. The BAM
concentration remains stable during the cell division cycle, suggesting a constant
production of the complex (Fig. 1B). Our immunolabelling revealed that the BAM
complex is distributed all along the cell periphery in foci and it is continuously
expressed to match a constant concentration in the envelope during the cell division
cycle.
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Figure 1. β-barrel assembly machinery (BAM) immunofluorescence on E. coli wild-type cells. Phase-contrast and
fluorescence microscopy images of anti-BAM (1:500) immunofluorescence on wild-type cells BW251113. The BAM
complex localizes in bright distinct foci all along the cell periphery (A). The concentration of the complex, plotted
against the cell age in %, indicates that the production of BAM is constant during the cell division cycle (B). The
fluorescence concentration line connects 5% age bins with the 95% confidence range indicated by the error bars.
The cells were grown in rich medium at 37 °C. Scale bar equals 2 μm. Number of analyzed cells was 1686.

2.2.2. The peptidoglycan impairs BAM immunolabelling
For immunolabelling of Gram-negative cells, the OM is usually permeabilized with
Triton X-100, to enable the entrance of the antibodies in the periplasmic space [151].
To ensure the detection of proteins located below the peptidoglycan layer, it is also
needed to enzymatically digest the PG using lysozyme. In E. coli, the BamA subunit is
embedded in the OM, facing both the external milieu and the periplasm, in which
protrude the flexible 5 POTRA domains. The BAM accessory lipoproteins are all
anchored in the OM, via a lipid tail on their amino-terminal cysteine. They extent in the
periplasm, given their size likely above the PG layer. To assess whether this is the
actual situation, the wild-type strain BW25113 was permeabilized in different
combinations. In order to reveal the epitopes accessible from the cell surface, those
between the OM and PG or below the PG layer, the cells were left untreated, treated
with Triton X-100, or with both Triton X-100 and lysozyme, respectively, before the
immunolabelling. The αBAM immunolabelling of the unpermeabilized bacteria barely
showed any signal apart from a few bright spots, likely due to BamA and perhaps also
to BamC, which has been reported to be surface-exposed (Fig. 2; S2) [116]. Membrane
permeabilization with Triton X-100 improved the detection of the BAM complex,
compared to unpermeabilized cells, showing more foci along the cell axis and higher
average fluorescence intensity. However, the PG digestion with lysozyme seems to be
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an essential treatment to enable the exposure of a larger number of epitopes to the
antibodies; epitopes that may be otherwise blocked by the peptidoglycan. These
findings suggest that the BAM complex protrudes through or is in close proximity to the
peptidoglycan layer.

Figure 2. E. coli wild-type cells immunolabelled with αBAM using different permeabilization steps. The wild-type
BW25113 cells were all immunolabelled against the BAM complex (1:500). The cells were unpermeabilized (NON,
1784 cells), permeabilized with Triton X-100 (T, 2021 cells), permeabilized with both Triton X-100 and lysozyme
(TL, 1686 cells). The violin plots show that the different treatments exhibit diverse fluorescence intensities. The
digestion of the peptidoglycan, in combination with the membrane permeabilization (TL), seems to be an essential
treatment to reveal a significant amount of BAM complexes (A). In (B), images of cells unpermeabilized (a),
permeabilized with Triton X-100 (b), permeabilized with both Triton X-100 and lysozyme (c). The cells were grown
in rich medium at 37 °C. Scale bar equals 2 μm. This is a typical example of an experiment. The average percentage
of αBAM fluorescence signal for Triton Χ-100 and Triton Χ-100 plus lysozyme treatment was 15 ± 7.4% and 85 ±
7.4%, respectively, for 6 independent experiments.

2.2.3. Peptidoglycan digestion is needed to access each BAM
subunit
The outer membrane BAM complex is extending towards the cytoplasmic membrane,
and it is unknown whether it has contact with the PG layer. Calculating the size of BAM
from its crystal structure [81,94] and relating this to the estimated distance between
the OM and PG layer [15] suggests that it might be able to extend through the PG
layer. The machinery is approximately 12 nm in length, 10 nm in width and 14 nm in
height. Subtracting the ± 7 nm that is in the OM leaves 7 nm to reach the PG layer.
The POTRA domains are arranged approximately on the same plane, aside from the
POTRA 1 and 2 that protrude slightly towards the PG layer [81]. The thickness of the
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OM is around 6.87 ± 1.01 nm, the width of the PG is 6.35 ± 0.53 nm and the space
between OM and PG is 6.87 ± 1.01 nm [15]. Although these measurements predict
BAM to be mostly above the PG layer, the large increase in immunofluorescence, after
lysozyme treatment, suggests that the BAM machineries could reach and protrude
through the PG layer. To determine whether one dominant epitope was causing this,
wild-type E. coli cells were labelled using antibodies against the individual subunits. To
increase antibodies specificity, the ones raised against BamB, BamC and BamE were
first pre-purified by adsorbing any non-specific IgG to their respective deletion strains.
After the pre-purification, the supernatant, containing the remaining IgG molecules,
was used to label BW25113 wild-type cells. Bacteria, then, were incubated with Triton
X-100 only or in combination with lysozyme. Even though the single subunits
antibodies do not always offer an optimal immunolabelling yield, from the fluorescence
units’ concentration, it seems that the PG needs to be digested to access the BAM
subunits (Fig.3; S3).

Figure 3. E. coli wild-type cells immunolabelled with antibodies against the single BAM subunits (αBamA–E). The
wild-type BW25113 grown in rich medium, permeabilized with Triton X-100 only (grey) or in combination with
lysozyme (black) and immunolabelled with αBAM and with antibodies specific for the single BAM subunits (1:500).
Violin plots of the fluorescence concentration of the whole BAM complex and all the single BAM subunits (A–E).
The different values underline that antibody against the single BAM subunits exhibit a different affinity for their
epitopes (A–D). Except for the αBamE (E) that shows poor binding, all the other subunits (A-D) give a higher signal
only after the peptidoglycan digestion (TL). T is Triton X-100; TL is Triton X-100 and lysozyme. (BAM) n = 2021 T,
n = 1686 TL; (A) n = 2021 T, n = 2042 TL; (B) n = 2036 T, n = 1450 TL; (C) n = 2014 T, n = 2373 TL; (D) n = 2157
T, n = 2029 TL; (E) n = 2029 T, n = 1654 TL.
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2.2.4. POTRA 1 domain and BamE require peptidoglycan digestion
All BAM subunits seem to be shielded by the PG layer. Since we do not know the
amino acid sequence of the epitopes recognized by the antibodies for the individual
BAM subunits, a Human influenza hemagglutinin (HA) tag was fused to the POTRA 1
domain of the BamA subunit or to the carboxy-terminus of the BAM lipoprotein BamE
to obtain positional information. These two insertion points represent the furthest and
the closest position to the OM, respectively. The proteins were expressed for four mass
doublings from inducible low copy-number plasmids. After permeabilization with Triton
X-100 only or in combination with lysozyme, the cells were immunolabelled with αHA
tag specific antibodies (Fig. 4). Sucrose gradient separation of the OM and the IM
conformed that BamE-HA is indeed in the OM (Fig. S4). The analysis demonstrates
that in both cases the PG permeabilization is essential to make the HA tag accessible
for the antibodies, suggesting that both HA-tags are below or in the vicinity of the PG
layer. The fusions assess whether the most murein-proximal POTRA domain and the
smallest BAM subunit were both inaccessible by the presence of the murein layer.

Figure 4. αHA tag immunolabelling. The proteins BamA and BamE, tagged with the HA epitope, were expressed in
E. coli mutant cells bamA101 and ΔbamE, respectively. The fixed cells were permeabilized with Triton X-100 only
(T) or in combination with lysozyme (TL). The bacteria were then immunolabelled with αHA tag antibodies (1:100).
The violin plots of the fluorescence concentration show that the lysozyme treatment is required to detect more HABamA (A) and BamE-HA (B) by the αHA tag antibodies. In Figure C, fluorescent microscopy images of HA-BamA
T (a), HA-BamA TL (b), BamE-HA T (c), and BamE-HA TL (d). The cells were grown in rich medium at 37 °C. HABamA: (T) n = 1786; (TL) n = 2431. BamE-HA: (T) n = 1494; (TL) n = 1082.
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2.2.5. Peptidoglycan digestion is not required for all OMlipoproteins
Our results strongly suggest that all the subunits of the BAM complex are
immunolabelling-inaccessible due to the presence of the murein. We decided to test
whether other OM lipoproteins give similar results. Therefore, the lipoprotein NlpI of
wild-type E. coli cells was immunolabeled with specific antibodies [152]. NlpI is a
dimeric lipoprotein that is distributed evenly over the cell envelope close to the OM
[152]. No difference could be observed between the level of fluorescence or the
distribution of foci in the cells treated with Triton X-100 only or treated with Triton and
lysozyme (Fig. 5). In fact, the detected NlpI concentration did not vary between the two
samples (Fig. 5A). This result indicates that the NlpI epitopes are accessible despite
the presence of the murein layer, as lysozyme digestion is not required for detection.
We can confidently conclude that not all the lipoproteins immunolabelling is impaired
by the presence of the PG. This also shows that the immunolabeling procedure does
not press the PG layer against the OM.

Figure 5. Immunolabelling of the outer membrane lipoprotein NlpI in E. coli wild-type cells. Wild-type BW25113 cells
were permeabilized only with Triton X-100 (T, 1504 cells) or in combination with lysozyme (TL, 1015 cells). The
cells were then immunolabelled with affinity-purified αNlpI antibodies (1:50). The violin plots of the fluorescence
concentration show a negligible difference between the two NlpI signals (A). Fluorescent microscopy images of
wild-type cells permeabilized with Triton X-100 only (a) and with Triton X-100 and lysozyme (b) immunolabelled
with antibodies against NlpI (B). The NlpI concentration does not change between the two treatments. The cells
were grown in rich medium at 37 °C. Scale bar equals 2 μm.
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2.2.6. Increasing the distance between the outer membrane and
peptidoglycan is not sufficient to access the BAM complex
Our data indicate an intimate relation between the BAM complex and the PG. The
peptidoglycan layer has relatively large pores, which should allow the BAM subunits to
pass through the layer [19,20]. We decided to push the peptidoglycan away from the
OM, increasing artificially the spacing between the two layers. This should make the
BAM epitopes accessible for the antibodies, despite the presence of the intact murein.
E. coli strains were engineered to express a longer version of the Braun’s lipoprotein
(Lpp) with extensions of 14 and 21 amino acids. Lpp+14 and Lpp+21 to enhance the
space between OM and PG with 3 nm and 5 nm, respectively [128]. The wild-type and
its derivate variants Lpp+14 and Lpp+21 membranes were Triton X-100 permeabilized,
in combination or not with lysozyme, then immunolabelled. The BAM complex
concentration was quite similar in all three strains. Despite the larger distance between
the OM and the PG, in Lpp+14 and Lpp+21, the enzymatic digestion of the murein was
still required to reveal a higher number of BAM complexes in the cells (Fig. 6). The
immunofluorescence results in Lpp+14 and Lpp+21 strongly suggest that an increase
in OM-PG distance up to 5 nm does not change the spatial organization between the
BAM and the PG layer. Based on our data, the murein seems to follow the BAM
complex, despite the presence of elongated Lpp, suggesting that the distance OM-PG
may vary along the cell axis.
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Figure 6. E. coli wild-type cells and its enlarged periplasmic derived mutants immunolabelled with αBAM. Violin
plots of the BAM concentration of the wild-type MG1655 (WT, black), Lpp+14 (grey) and Lpp+21 (pink). After the
peptidoglycan permeabilization (TL), the BAM signal increases about 3-fold amongst all the strains. The BAM signal
is lower in cells with undigested peptidoglycan compared to the cells treated with lysozyme, irrespective of the
enhanced distance between OM and PG. The cells were grown in rich medium at 37 °C. The antibodies were used
in 1:500. A: wild-type n = 2062; Lpp+14 n = 1709; Lpp+21 n = 1991. B: wild-type n = 1697; Lpp+14 n = 1132;
Lpp+21 n = 1141.

2.3. Discussion and Conclusions

In this study, we tried to elucidate the spatial organization between the PG and the
BAM complex. First, it was tested whether the BAM complex is located above the PG
layer or in its close proximity, using different permeabilization steps for the
immunolabelling assay. The results show clearly that BAM is not accessible to the
antibodies, unless the murein is enzymatically digested first. The same outcome was
obtained by immunolabelling the single subunits: the PG prevents the epitopes binding,
resulting in a less efficient recognition by the specific antibodies. The BAM machinery
is likely most of the time a permanent complex as it can be easily isolated from the OM
[81], therefore we assume that our immunolabeling reflects to a large extend the
presence

of

the

BAM

complex

and

not

of

individual

subunits.

The proximity between BAM and PG was further investigated by fusing BamE and the
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POTRA 1 domain of BamA with an HA-tag, which are the closest (± 3 nm) and the
furthest away (± 7 nm) from the OM, respectively [81]. The recognition of the tagged
BamA and BamE still needed the partial digestion of the PG layer in order to be bound
by the αHA tag antibodies. This behaviour seems specific for the BAM complex, since
the 33 kDa OM-anchored lipoproteins NlpI, does not need a partial digestion of the
murein layer to be immunolabelled. To determine whether the BAM complex protrudes
through the PG layer, the BAM localization was assayed in E. coli bacterial strains that
express longer versions of the Braun’s lipoprotein, enhancing the space between OM
and the PG. Notwithstanding the increased distance (3-5 nm), the BAM complex was
still not accessible without PG digestion. This result suggest that the PG layer has
locally moved up towards the BAM complex, or that the OM with the BAM complex has
moved down towards the PG to overrule the imposed distance by the Lpp. This would
only be possible when the BAM complex is not able to move away from the PG layer,
which suggest the presence of some kind of interaction. The BAM lipoproteins, for
instance, could be positioned below the PG layer and together can anchor the murein,
imposing

a

defined

proximity

between

the

OM

and

the

PG.

The murein is elastic in the direction of the long axis, due to the orientation of the
peptides [17]. Thus, the PG can assume different conformations that affect the
diameter of its pores, also called tesserae [19,20]. In E. coli, the average radius of a
tessera is about 2.06 nm, through which a globular uncharged protein of 25 kDa can
easily pass, while in more stretched conditions or in two contiguous tesserae, a
globular protein up to 50 kDa can diffuse through. All the BAM lipoproteins are in
principle able to transverse the PG tesserae, inasmuch the BamB subunit is
approximately 40 kDa, the BamC subunit is 37 kDa, the BamD 25 kDa and the BamE
is 12 kDa. BamB and BamD are bound directly to BamA. Nevertheless, BamD interacts
also with BamC and BamE, forming a ~ 75 kDa subcomplex on their own. Assuming
that all the subunits are located below the PG layer, these would be able to passively
anchor the murein, imposing a defined distance between the OM and PG. The spatial
organization between the BAM machinery and the murein should be advantageous for
E. coli. For instance, the POTRA domain 1 interacts with the periplasmic chaperon
SurA and is also able to bind unfolded OMPs, albeit non-specifically [90,91]. Having
the POTRA domains positioned below the PG layer could help achieving the proximity
between chaperons and the BAM complex. The POTRA domains, in fact, are flexible
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[87–89] and each domain is 2 nm in width (PDB: 3EFC and 1M5Y), so they can freely
diffuse through the PG. In support, recent studies revealed a super-complex, spanning
from the IM to the OM, that involved the BAM machinery (BamA and BamB), the
periplasmic chaperon SurA, the IM translocon (SecYEG) and its accessory interactors
(PpiD, SecA or SecDF and YidC) [102,103]. Our findings could pave the way for better
understanding how the OMPs can transverse the murein in order to be accommodated
in the OM, a mechanism that is still unknown.

2.4. Material and Methods
2.4.1 Bacterial strains and culture conditions
Escherichia coli K12 strains used here are listed in Table 1. The cells were cultured in
rich medium (TY: 10g Tryptone (Bacto Laboratories, Mount Pritchard NSW, Australia),
5 g yeast extract (Duchefa, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) and 5 g NaCl (Merck,
Kenilworth, NJ, USA) per liter). Expression of HA-POTRA1-BamA and BamE-HA was
induced with 15 μM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG, Promega, Fitchburg,
WI, USA) from a pTrc99A-down promoter plasmid. Growth was measured by
absorbance at 600 nm with a Biochrom Libra S70 spectrophotometer (Harvard
Biosciences, Biosciences, Holliston, MA, USA). The bacterial strains were inoculated
in 5 mL TY and grown overnight at 37 °C. Subsequently, the cultures were diluted
1:1000 in TY and kept at the OD600 value below 0.3. Fixation was performed with a
final concentration of 2.8% formaldehyde and 0.04% glutaraldehyde for 15 minutes
while shaking in the water-bath at 37 °C, after which cells were harvested. The cells
were then washed 3 times in Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS, 0.2 g KCI, 0.2 g
KH2PO4, 8 g NaCI, 2.16 g Na2HPO4 •7H2O per liter of distilled water, pH 7.3) to remove
the excess fixative.
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Table 1. Strains and their genotypes used in this study.

Strain

Genotype

Reference 3

BW25113

lacI+rrnBT14 ΔlacZWJ16
hsdR514Δara-BADAH33
ΔrhaBADLD78 rph-1 Δ(araB–
D)567 Δ(rhaD–B)568
ΔlacZ4787(::rrnB-3) hsdR514
rph-1

[140]

BL21DE3

F– ompT hsdSB (rB–, mB–) gal
dcm (DE3)

[153]

ΔbamE

BW25113 DbamE::cam

[154]

bamA101

DH300 bamA101

[106]

MG1655

F-, lambda-, rph-1

[155]

Lpp+14

DH300 Dlpp::lpp+14

[128]

Lpp+21

DH300 Dlpp::lpp+21

[128]

2.4.2 Antibodies production
E. coli BL21[DE3] cells were transformed with plasmid carrying the subcomplex
BamAB (pCDF-BamAB) and BamCDE (pET-BamCDE-His8) and grown in 500 mL
lysogeny broth (LB) medium containing 100 μg·mL-1 ampicillin and 50 μg·mL-1
spectinomycin at 37 °C with shaking (200 rpm). Expression was induced with 0.4 mM
IPTG when the culture reached an OD600 of 0.6 and growth was continued at 30°C
(150 rpm), then harvested after 2 h by centrifugation (7,000 x g, 15 min, 4 °C). Cells
were resuspended in 14 mL of resuspension buffer (for 100 mL: 10 mM Tris-HCl pH
8.0, 3 mM EDTA, 1 tablet Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (Roche, Basel, Switzerland),
DNaseI 10 μg·mL-1). The insoluble fraction was collected by centrifugation (5,000 g,
30 min, 4 °C) and stored overnight at -80 °C. The day after the pellet was resuspended
in 14 mL of ice-cold resuspension buffer. The cells were disrupted by the high-pressure
homogenizer Stansted for two rounds (1.7 mbar pressure). After eliminating the
unbroken cells by centrifugation (5,000 g, 15 min, 4 °C), the soluble fraction was
ultracentrifuged (200,000 x g, 30 min, 4 °C). The pellet was resuspended with 3 mL of
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DDM buffer (5 mM imidazole, 300 mM NaCl, 50 mM NaPO4, 1% DDM, and 10%
glycerol) and dissolve by incubating overnight at 4 °C with gentle agitation, followed by
centrifugation (90,000 x g, 10 min, 4 °C). The supernatant was filtered on a 5 mL
TALON Hi-TRAP column (GE Healthcare Life Science, Chicago, IL, USA), equilibrated
with binding buffer (5 mM imidazole, 300 mM NaCl, 50 mM NaPO4, 0.05% DDM, and
10% glycerol). Peak fractions were concentrated to 500 μL using Vivaspin 2 (100 kDa
MWCO) concentrators (GE Healthcare Life Science), snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen
and stored at -80 °C. The purity of the BAM complex was analyzed on SDS-gel and
the concentration was evaluated with a Bradford assay. The polyclonal rabbit
antibodies were produced by Davids Biotechnologie GmbH (Rosensburg, Germany),
using 3 mg of the purified complex.

2.4.3 Immunolabelling
The membrane of the fixed cell population was permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100
in PBS (pH 7.2) at room temperature for 45 minutes. The murein was, then, digested
by incubating the cells with PBS (pH 7.2) containing 100 μg·mL-1 lysozyme and 5 mM
EDTA for 45 minutes at room temperature [151]. Non-specific binding sites were
blocked by incubating the cells in 0.5% (w/v) blocking reagents (Boehringer,
Mannheim, Germany) in PBS at 37 °C. Immunolabelling of the cells was performed
with rabbit αBAM antibodies (1:500, Davids Biotechnologie GmbH, Germany) or αHA
tag (1:100, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) and were stained with Cy3 or
AlexaFluor488

conjugated

donkey

αRabbit

IgG

(Jackson

ImmunoResearch

Laboratories, Inc., West Grove, PA, USA) diluted 1:300 in blocking reagent
(Boehringer, Mannheim, Germany) according to the protocol [151].

2.4.4 Microscopy
For imaging, the cells were immobilized on 1% agarose in water slabs coated object
glasses as described [156] and photographed with a Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash-4.0
(Hamamatsu, Naka-ku, Japan) CMSO camera mounted on an Olympus BX-60
Fluorescence microscope (Tokyo, Japan) though a UPlanApo 100x/N.A. 1.35 oil Iris
Ph3 objective. Images were acquired using the Micromanager 1.4 plugin for ImageJ
(version 1.4, https://www.micro-manager.org) [157]. The fluorescence filter cubes used
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were U-MNG (Cy3 ex560/40, dic585LP, em630/75) and EN-GFP (AlexaFluor488,
ex470/40, dic495LP, em525/50).

2.4.5 Image analysis
In all experiments the cells were first imaged in phase contrast mode and then in
fluorescence mode, the images were then combined in hyper-stacks using ImageJ
(version 1.53, http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). Phase contrast and Fluorescence images were
juxtaposed with the Fast-Fourier transform as described by Turner et al. [158]. The
fluorescence background was subtracted using the modal-values from the
fluorescence images. Quantification of cellular localization patterns were obtained
using the ObjectJ plugin of ImageJ ((version 1.05, https://sils.fnwi.uva.nl/bcb/objectj/)
[150]. The images were scaled to 15.28 pixels per μm.

2.4.6 Construction of HA tagged BAM subunits
E. coli primers used in this study are listed in Table S2. The plasmids pEC-HA-BamA
was constructed as follows. The bamA gene was first mutagenized in order to remove
the internal NcoI restriction site, doing a quick site-direct PCR mutagenesis using
primers 100-EC and 101-EC, obtaining the plasmid pEC-BamB-BamA*NcoI. The
resulting product was treated with DpnI to digest the methylated template plasmid. The
HA tag sequence was inserted in between the native signal sequence of the bamA
gene and the POTRA domain 1, amplifying the whole plasmid pEC-BamB-BamA*NcoI,
using the primers 110-EC and 111-EC. Finally, the so-modified bamA gene was
amplifying with the primers 106-EC and 107-EC, in order to insert at the extremities
NcoI and EcoRI restriction sites. Next the fragment was ligated into the vector
pSAV057-OmpA177-mNG

[159],

to

generate

the

plasmid

pEC-HA-BamA.

pEC-BamE-HA was made by amplifying he bamE sequence with the primers 127-EC
and 128-EC, to obtain a NcoI and an HA-HindIII site at the gene extremities, 5’ and 3’
respectively. The amplified sequence replaced the ompA177-mNG sequence by
ligation into plasmid pSAV057-OmpA177-mNG [159]. All restriction enzymes used
were purchased from New England Biolabs Inc. (Ipswich, MA, USA).
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Table 2. Primers used in this study.

Name

Primer Sequence

100-EC- BamA*NcoI-FW

GCTGTAGGCGGTAACGCGATGGCGGTTGC

101-EC- BamA*NcoI-RV

GCTGTAGGCGGTAACGCGATGGCGGTTGC

106-EC-BamA-NcoI-FW

CGTATACCATGGCGATGAAAAAGTTGCTCATAGCGTCG

107-EC-BamA-EcoRI-RV

CGTAATGAATTCCCAGGTTTTACCGATGTTAAACTGGAAC

110-EC-HA-BamA-FW

GTGCCGGATGTGCCGGATTATGCGTTCGTAGTGAAAGATAT
TCATTTCGAAGGCCTTC

111-EC-HA-BamA-RV

CACATCCGGCACATCATACGGATACCCTTCAGCACCGTATA
CGGTGGC

127-EC-BamE-NcoI-FW

GCGCGCCATGGGCCGCTGTAAAACGCTGACTGC

128-EC-BamE-HA-HindIII

GCGCGAAGCTTTTAAGCGTAATCTGGAACATCGTATGGGTA
GTTA CCACTCAGCGCAGGTTTGTTATC
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2.7 Supplementary Material

Supplementary 1. Screening of αBAM polyclonal antibodies. (A) Dot blot assay of the rabbit sera. The folded purified
BAM complex has been blotted onto the membrane. Top and bottom rows: dilutions of serum from rabbit immunized
with the purified BAM complex. Control: serum from the pre-immune animal. (B) Western blot analysis of the αBAM
polyclonal antibodies specificity on the whole-cell extract. Parental wildtype strain BW25113 (1), ΔbamB (2), ΔbamC
(3) and ΔbamE (4). The rectangles indicate the bands for BamA (a), BamB (b), BamC (c), BamD (d) and BamE (e).
The specificity is confirmed by the knockout strains.

Supplementary 2. Unpermeabilized cells immunolabelled with αBAM and Donkey-αRabbit antibodies. The
immunolabelling was performed on BW25113 wild-type cells grown in rich medium at 37 ºC. To prove that the
αBAM recognizes some surface-exposed epitopes of BamA and BamC, the fixed cells were left unpermeabilized,
then immunolabelled with the polyclonal αBAM and the secondary antibody Donkey-αRabbit (DαR), or only with
DαR. The αBAM offers a different pattern of binding compared to the nonspecific binding of the secondary antibody
alone, an indication of the recognition of some outer membrane surface-exposed accessible epitopes.
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Supplementary 3. E. coli wild-type cells immunolabelled with antibodies against the single BAM subunits (αBamAE). The wild-type BW25113 grown in rich medium, permeabilized with Triton X-100 only (Triton X-100) or in
combination with lysozyme (+ lysozyme) and immunolabelled with αBAM and with antibodies specific for the single
BAM subunits (1:500). The microscopy images show a higher fluorescence after lysozyme treatment. The cells
were grown in TY rich medium at 37 °C. Scale bar equals 2 μm.

Supplementary 4. Localization of BamE-HA fusion. The western blot was performed on sucrose gradient
centrifugation fractions of ΔbamE cells, grown in rich medium at 37 ºC, expressing the fusion BamE-HA (15 μM
IPTG). Numbers 1-25 indicate the fractions taken plus the starting whole-cell extract (FP) for immunoblotting. (A)
The IM marker αSecF (1:5000) and the OM indicator αLpp (1:5000) were used to define the membrane fractions.
The bars from left (green) to right (pink) indicate IM (1-9) and OM (11-19), respectively. (B) Western blot with αHA
tag antibodies (1:5000). To help to visualize the migration shift, the blotting signal was used to quantify the enriched
fractions of the tagged BamE subunit, as normalized bar charts. The OM lipoprotein BamE is not retained in the IM,
therefore the immunolocalization is valid for the subcellular localization purpose.
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Supplementary 5. BAM immunolabelling on increasing outer membrane permeabilization. BW25113 E. coli wild
type cells grown in rich medium, were permeabilized with Triton X-100 only (T) or in combination with Lysozyme
(TL). The cells were permeabilized with different Triton X-100 concentrations: standard (0.1%), or 5-fold (0.5%) and
10-fold (1%). In Figure A, the violin plots of the BAM fluorescent concentration suggest that the lysozyme treatment
is essential to reveal a significant amount of BAM complexes. The cells incubated with 1% Triton X-100 show a
higher BAM signal compared to the other concentrations, although not as much as the cells with digested
peptidoglycan. In Figure B, fluorescence microscopy images of cells permeabilized with 1% Triton X-100 and
lysozyme (a), 1% Triton X-100 only (b), 0.5% Triton X-100 and lysozyme (c), 0.5%% Triton X-100 only (d), 0.1%
Triton X-100 and lysozyme (e) and 0.1 % Triton X-100 only (f). The cells were grown in TY rich medium at 37 °C.
Scale bar equals 2μm. 0.1% T n = 1601, 0.1% TL n = 2437, 0.5% T n = 1546, 0.5% TL n = 1161, 1% T n = 2283
and 1% TL n = 2094.
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3. Abstract
The BAM is a macromolecular machine responsible for the folding and the insertion of
integral proteins into the outer membrane of diderm Gram-negative bacteria. In
Escherichia coli, it consists of a transmembrane β-barrel subunit, BamA, and four outer
membrane lipoproteins (BamB-E). Using BAM-specific antibodies, in E. coli cells, the
complex is shown to localize in the lateral wall in foci. The machinery was shown to be
enriched at midcell with specific cell cycle timing. The inhibition of septation by
aztreonam did not alter the BAM midcell localization substantially. Furthermore, the
absence of late cell division proteins at midcell did not impact BAM timing or
localization. These results imply that the BAM enrichment at the site of constriction
does not require an active cell division machinery. Expression of the Tre1 toxin, which
impairs the FtsZ filamentation and therefore midcell localization, resulted in the
complete loss of BAM midcell enrichment. A similar effect was observed for YidC,
which is involved in the membrane insertion of cell division proteins in the inner
membrane. The presence of the Z-ring is needed for preseptal peptidoglycan (PG)
synthesis. As BAM was shown to be embedded in the PG layer, it is possible that BAM
is inserted preferentially simultaneously with de novo PG synthesis to facilitate the
insertion of OMPs in the newly synthesized outer membrane.

3.1 Introduction
The cell envelope of Gram-negative bacteria is a tripartite structure that offers protection and resistance against external insults, such as detergents, toxins, and antibiotics
[74]. This selective barrier is composed of an inner membrane (IM), a peptidoglycan
(PG) layer, and an outer membrane (OM) [160]. The crowded aqueous space between
the IM and the OM is called periplasm. The OM is the first bacterial defense: it prevents
the intracellular access of antibiotics, partially accounting for why Gram-negative
bacteria are generally insensitive to several common antibiotics that do act on Grampositive bacterial species. The OM is an asymmetric bilayer composed of
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phospholipids on the inner leaflet and lipopolysaccharides (LPS) exclusively on the
outer leaflet [11,58]. Due to the low permeability of the OM, Gram-negative bacteria
have evolved systems to enable communication with the external milieu: the outer
membrane proteins (OMPs). The OMPs share the same ‘β-barrel’ structure, formed by
a variable number of antiparallel β-strands that create an inner barrel hydrophilic lumen
for the transport of molecules. Like all the proteins, OMPs are synthesized in the
cytoplasm, and they need to be transported to reach their destined location. They are
synthesized with an N-terminal signal sequence, which drives targeting to, and
translocation across, the inner membrane via the Sec translocon. In Escherichia coli,
the nascent OMPs follow a SecB and SecA dependent post-translational targeting
mechanism and use the SecYEG translocon to cross the IM [161,162]. The Sec
translocon consists of the heterotrimeric channel complex SecY, SecE and SecG that
acts together with accessory components, such as the chaperone/insertase YidC
[161,163,164]. Proteins are secreted in a vectorial fashion from the amino- to the
carboxy-terminus like ‘spaghetti through a hole’ [11]. Once the OMPs reach the
periplasm, the signal sequence is cleaved off by signal peptidase I, releasing the
proteins from the membrane [165,166]. To keep them in a folding competent state,
they recruit chaperones and holdases. The unfolded OMPs are then delivered by
chaperons to the b-barrel assembly machinery (BAM), which recognizes, folds, and
inserts the b-barrels into the OM [167]. The BAM complex is well conserved amongst
the Gram-negative bacteria. In E. coli, it is composed of five subunits (BamA-E), in a
1:1:1:1:1 stoichiometry [78]. BamA is the essential core of the machinery, it is a bbarrel itself that forms the protein-lipid interface, and it contains a periplasmic domain
composed of five extensible POTRA (polypeptide transport-associated) repeats. The
other four subunits are periplasmic lipoproteins attached to the OM by their lipid moiety
on the amino-terminus and anchored by non-covalent interactions made with each
other and/or with BamA. The BamB forms an eight-bladed b-propeller that interacts
directly with BamA. BamB is not essential, but its absence produces a strong OMP
biogenesis defect [117,145,168,169]. The role of the non-essential BamC has not been
elucidated yet, but it was recently found to be surface-exposed [116]. BamD is an
essential subunit responsible for substrate recognition [107], it is composed of a
tandem of TPR (tetratricopeptide repeats) motifs. BamE is the smallest and nonessential subunit of the complex. BamB, BamC, BamD and BamE form a module
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suggested to drive a conformational switch in the BAM complex that enables β-barrel
insertion into the OM [119]. The BAM complex plays a pivotal role in the maintenance
of the OM integrity, exemplified by the essential BAM substrate, the b-barrel LptD
responsible for the insertion of LPS molecules in the outer layer of the OM [65].
Although much is known about the structure of the BAM complex, its in vivo cellular
distribution has been studied only partially [82,170]. We have recently used an
antiserum against the whole BAM complex to investigate the BAM localization by
whole-cell immunofluorescence [171] and showed that the PG layer is anchored by
BAM. In the present work, we show that the BAM complex localizes in the lateral wall
and at midcell in constricting cells. In E. coli, the divisome is a macromolecular machine
that contains over 20 different types of proteins [172]. It coordinates the septal PG
synthesis with IM and OM invagination, leading to the separation of two daughter cells.
The assembly of the divisome machinery occurs in two discrete steps [57]. The first
step involves the midcell occurrence of the bacterial tubulin-homologue FtsZ, with the
help of other ‘early’ proteins, such as FtsA, ZipA and FtsK, at the future division site
[23,25]. FtsZ monomers polymerize into short filaments to form the Z-ring, essential to
template the cell division machinery [173]. In the second stage the downstream ‘late’
components FtsB, FtsL, FtsQ, FtsW, PBP3 and FtsN join interdependently [52] to form
the mature divisome. The arrival of FtsN, at the division site, is the crucial step to
accomplish divisome core assembly and trigger septal PG synthesis to generate the
new poles of the daughter cells [174–176]. Once the divisome complex is mature, the
nascent septal PG is synthesized by the PBP3FtsW complex, possibly in combination
with class A PBPs [177–179]. PBP3 is the main transpeptidase responsible for cell
division [180–182]. Here, we investigate which protein is responsible for the BAM
midcell recruitment. By inhibiting septal peptidoglycan synthesis with aztreonam, we
demonstrate that the BAM enrichment at the constriction site was not dependent on
the active divisome. Then, we tested the localization of the complex in different
thermosensitive division protein mutants. The BAM is still present at midcell after the
absence of the late cell division proteins FtsQ, PBP3 and FtsN, at the constriction site.
In contrast, the BAM midcell localization is lost upon the inhibition of the Z-ring
formation by the FtsZ-specific toxin Tre1, suggesting that BAM complex recruitment at
the division site relies on the Z-ring formation. Moreover, we show that YidC localizes
at midcell with a similar cell division timing as BAM, and its midcell localization is also
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dependent on the presence of FtsZ. YidC, in combination with SecYEG, is required for
the insertion of divisome proteins [183–185]. The presence of BAM and Sec machinery
likely functions to facilitate insertion of proteins in the envelope of the newly synthetized
cell poles.

3.2 Results
3.2.1 The BAM complex localizes at midcell during constriction
In order to observe the endogenous expression of the BAM complex, a polyclonal
antiserum raised against the whole BamA-E complex, which recognizes all subunits
(aBAM) was used for the immunolabeling of wild type E. coli K12 cells [171]. The
immunofluorescence, performed on cells grown to steady state, revealed that the BAM
complex displays a distribution along the cell surface in bright distinct foci (Fig. 1A, B),
consistent with previous studies [82,170]. Steady-state growth allows the correlation of
cell length to cell age [150], enabling observation of the protein expression and
localization over the course of the cell cycle. Analysis of the amount of fluorescence of
the labelled BAM per cell divided by the calculated cell volume assuming the cell to
have a rod-shape provides the BAM concentration per μm3. The BAM complex is
continuously produced as its concentration remained quite constant at all cell ages
when grown in minimal medium (Figure 1C), as well as in rich medium [171. Strikingly,
the fluorescence demographic map of cells sorted by their length revealed a BAM
complex enriched at the site of constriction, in the second half of the cell division cycle
(Figure 1B). This enrichment is further confirmed by the plot of the average
fluorescence along the normalized cell length, showing an intense BAM signal at 50%
(Figure 1D). The midcell localization of the BAM complex was then measured for each
cell by determining the extra fluorescence at the cell center (± 0.2 μm) in comparison
to the fluorescence in the rest of the cell. The complex started to accumulate at midcell
around 40% of the cell cycle. In conclusion, the immunolabelling results in a BAM
localization pattern of discrete foci along the cell axis, with a clear midcell localization
starting from 40% of the cell division cycle time.
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Figure 1. E. coli wild type cells LMC500 immunolabelled with polyclonal antibodies against BAM (αBAM). (A) Phase
contrast and fluorescence microscopy images show the wild type grown to steady state in minimal medium at 28
°C and immunolabelled for the Bam complex. Scale bar equals 2 μm. (B) In the demographic map, the cells are
sorted by cell length and the cell division cycle age is indicated (%). The longer/older cells clearly show BAM midcell
localization from 40% onwards. (C) Concentration of the BAM fluorescence signal plotted as function of the
normalized cell division cycle age shows an almost constant BAM production. The fluorescence concentration
markers are the values of 5% age bins with the 95% confidence range indicated by the error bars. (D) The average
profile of the fluorescence intensity plotted as function of the normalized cell length exhibits a peak at 50%, in
correspondence of midcell. Antibodies against the BAM were all used 1:500 in cells permeabilized with Triton X100 and lysozyme. The number of analysed cells is 6770.

3.2.2 All BAM subunits localize at midcell
To investigate whether one of the non-essential BAM subunits is required for midcell
localization, we immunolabeled strains that lack either BamB, BamC or BamE. From
the data analysis, it is evident that the BAM midcell localization is occurring in all three
strains (Figure 2A, B). Because the αBAM antibodies do not discriminate between the
individual subunits, specific antibodies against each subunit were used to confirm the
presence of all individual subunits at midcell. All the average profiles, obtained by the
immunofluorescence of single BAM subunits, show a similar localization pattern: foci
distribution along the cell axis and an enhanced signal at midcell (Figure 2C).
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ΔbamC

Figure 2. E. coli BAM mutants immunolabelled with αBAM single BAM subunits (αBamA-E). (A) Fluorescence
microscopy images of BW25113 wild type and mutant cells grown in rich medium at 37 °C and immunolabelled for
the BAM complex. (B) The average fluorescence profiles reveal a BAM midcell localization, for all the deletion
mutants, with different degrees of intensity. (C) Microscopy images and average fluorescence profiles plotted as
function of the normalized cell length of wild type cells immunolabelled against the single Bam subunits and αBAM.
All the profiles exhibit a peak at midcell. The antibodies against the single BAM subunits likely exhibit a different
affinity for their target explaining the variety in fluorescence intensities, but in each case, midcell localization was
clearly observed. αBAM n = 1692; ΔbamB n = 1042; ΔbamC n = 1634; ΔbamE n = 1598; αBamA n = 2042; αBamB
n = 1450; αBamC n = 2373; αBamD n = 2029; αBamE n = 1654. Scale bar is equal to 2 μm.
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To address the potential caveat that this midcell occurrence is erroneous, due to the
putative higher membrane content during constriction, the BAM signal was compared
to a general membrane staining. The wild-type strain was grown to steady state, fixed,
immunolabelled with αBAM, and stained with the lipid dye Bodipy-C12. Both the BAM
and the Bodipy-C12 signal show a constant concentration of fluorescence as a function
of the cell division cycle age (Figure 3A). However, when the BAM and the lipid dye
fluorescence average cell profiles were binned in 10 different age classes (10–100%),
BAM shows clear midcell localization, that becomes visible around 40% of the cell
division cycle age, while the Bodipy-C12 does not (Figure 3B). This result confirms the
specificity of the αBAM midcell fluorescent signal. In conclusion, in E. coli,
immunolabelling confirms that all BAM subunits accumulate at the center of the cell
during septation, probably reflecting midcell localization of the entire assembled BAM
complex.
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Figure 3. Midcell occurrence of BAM and Bodipy C-12. (A) LMC500 wild type cells grown to steady state at
28 °C, stained with the membrane staining Bodipy-C12 (green) and with antibodies against the BAM (black). The
concentration of the fluorescent signals of both the membrane (green) and the BAM (black), plotted as function of
the normalized cell division cycle, show a constant concentration over time. (B) The fluorescence profiles were
binned into 10 age classes (10% to 100%) and plotted as function of the normalized cell length. The BAM complex
exhibits an enrichment at midcell, in correspondence to 40% of the cell division cycle age. The membrane staining
does not change in distribution during time. BAM and Bodipy-C12 (n = 1956).
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3.2.3 Not all OM proteins exhibit a midcell localization like BAM
We demonstrated that the BAM enrichment at midcell is not due to a higher membrane
content during constriction. To gain further insight into the specificity of BAM
recruitment at midcell, we investigated the localization pattern of the unrelated outer
membrane lipoprotein NlpI during the cell cycle. Immunolabelling of the steady state
grown wild type cells with polyclonal antibodies specific for the OM lipoprotein NlpI
[152] revealed localization in bright foci along the cell surface without any specific
midcell accumulation (Figure 4). We conclude that not all the OM proteins share the
midcell localization of BAM during constriction.

A

B

Figure 4. E. coli wild type cells immunolabelled against NlpI. Microscopy images (A) and fluorescence average
profile (B) show no evident midcell localization for the NlpI lipoprotein. LMC500 wild type cells were grown to steady
state in minimal medium at 28 °C (n= 1015). Scale bar is equal to 2 μm.

OMPs are reported to be inserted by BAM and therefore likely to be also present at midcell, as
was reported previously [170]. To verify whether this is indeed the case, the OM β-barrel
protein OmpA was immunolabelled. The antibodies against OmpA did not label an OmpA
deletion strain and were therefore considered to be specific (Supplementary Figure S1).
Interestingly, OmpA appeared to localize in the lateral wall, but not in the cell poles of young
cells (Figure 5A). In dividing cells, OmpA is present in the newly synthesized cell pole, but only
at the leading edge of the PG synthesis. In the older parts of the new cell pole, it is absent, as
indicated by the arrows at the constriction site in Figure 5A, in the average fluorescence profiles
in age bins of 10% (Figure 5B) and in the demographic maps of the fluorescence sorted
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according to length (Figure 5C). The results suggest that OmpA is inserted during septal PG
synthesis and then disappears by lateral diffusion or enzymatic degradation. In conclusion, the
topography of BAM in the cells is specific, as other OM proteins such as NlpI and OmpA clearly
have a different distribution.

Figure 5. E. coli wild type cells immunolabelled against OmpA. LMC500 wild type cells were grown to steady
state in minimal medium at 28 °C. (A) Phase contrast image on top, and the corresponding fluorescence
image at the bottom, with arrows indicating the empty old poles and the empty new poles adjacent to the
leading edge of the constriction. Scale bar is equal to 2 μm. (B) Fluorescence average profiles in age bins of
10%, as indicated. The dotted line presents the diameter of the cells, and the solid line, the OmpA
fluorescence. (C) Demograph of the fluorescence of OmpA of all cells sorted according to their cell length,
and with the edge of the cells indicated by the white line. The black arrows indicate the part of newly
synthesized cell poles that do not have OmpA (n = 3223).

3.2.4 The BAM complex localizes at midcell simultaneously with
divisome maturation
The cell division assembly occurs in two steps with a defined timing. To test whether there is
any correlation between the divisome assembly and the localization of the BAM machinery,
we compared the midcell occurrence of these two consecutive complexes. Wild type cells
grown to steady state were immunolabelled for FtsZ and FtsN, i.e., the first and the last protein
that assemble at the division site, respectively (Figure 6A). We also immunolabelled the cells
for the BAM complex (Figure 3B). The extra intensity of fluorescence at midcell in comparison
to the rest of the cell of each protein was measured to calculate the midcell arrival time, and
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from that information, a radial timeline map was built (Figure 6B). FtsZ and FtsN started to
accumulate at 25% and 40% of the cell division cycle, respectively, which was directly followed
by BAM. As reported [186], once FtsZ arrives at midcell, it continues to accumulate up to 60%,
after which it remains constant until 90% of the cell cycle. FtsN, conversely, starts accumulating
at the division site from 40%, until it reaches the maximum at 90% of the cell division cycle
age, when FtsZ is already leaving [57]. In contrast, the BAM complex is increasing at midcell,
becoming visible from 40%, and declining around 95% of the cell division cycle age. (Figure
6B). Our result suggests that the BAM localizes at the site of constriction simultaneously with
the maturation of the divisome. This indicates that it is preferentially inserted in the new cell
poles.

Figure 6. Midcell occurrence of FtsZ, FtsN. (A) LMC500 wild type cells grown to steady state in minimal
medium at 28 °C and immunolabelled against the division proteins FtsZ (dark grey) and FtsN (light grey). The
FtsZ and FtsN fluorescence profiles were binned into 10 age classes (10% to 100%) and plotted as function
of the normalized cell length. From the midcell enrichment, the timing of FtsZ and FtsN during the cell division
cycle can be observed. FtsZ (n = 3300); FtsN (n = 5921). (B) The presence at midcell, represented as a
circular timeline map, offers the timing of the divisome assembly: it starts at 25% with the accumulation at
midcell of the ‘early’ protein FtsZ and ends with the localization at midcell of the ‘late’ division protein FtsN,
around the 40% of the normalized cell division cycle age. BAM and FtsN are recruited simultaneously at
midcell.

3.2.5 The BAM midcell localization does not require active septation

To investigate whether the BAM recruitment at the division site requires the presence
of active septal peptidoglycan production, BAM localization was analyzed in cells
grown of active septal peptidoglycan production, BAM localization was analyzed in
cells grown in the presence of the PBP3 inhibitor aztreonam. Aztreonam inhibits PBP3,
thus blocking in the presence of the PBP3 inhibitor aztreonam. Aztreonam inhibits
PBP3, thus blocking septal PG biogenesis, without affecting divisome assembly
[187,188]. Importantly, it was already shown that the aztreonam does not affect the
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overall level of BAM in the OM [170]. Incubating the bacteria with 1 μg·mL−1 of
aztreonam, for 1, 2 or 3 generations, causes the cells to elongate without division. The
divisome is stalled at midcell, while its assembly at cells to elongate without division.
The divisome is stalled at midcell, while its assembly the future division sites at 25%
and 75% of the normalized cell length continues [188]. Wild type cells grown to steady
state were incubated with or without aztreonam; up to 3 mass doublings (MDs).
Subsequently, the cells were immunolabelled with αFtsZ, αPBP4, αFtsN and αBAM.
PBP4 is known to localize simultaneously with FtsZ at midcell during constriction
(Verheul et al. 2021). In cells treated with aztreonam, the localization of FtsZ, FtsN and
PBP4 reflected the divisome assembly at midcell, and at 1⁄4 and 3⁄4 of the cell length
(Figure 7A and Supplementary Figure S2). Clearly, under these conditions, the BAM
complex still localized at potential division sites, as was reported for most cell division
proteins, although it became less pronounced (Figure 7A). This result implies that at
least part of the BAM accumulation at the division site does not require active
peptidoglycan synthesis by the FtsW/PBP3 complex.

B

Figure 7. Localization of FtsZ, PBP4 and the BAM complex in LMC500 E. coli wild type cells treated with the PBP3
inhibitor aztreonam and in a thermosensitive PBP3 mutant. (A) The cells were grown to steady state in GB1 at 28ºC
(WT) or diluted in prewarmed medium and incubated with aztreonam for 1, 2 and 3 mass doublings (1–3 MD),
before har-vesting and immunolabelling with antibodies against FtsZ, PBP4 BAM and FtsN. The fluorescence
average profiles and the corresponding fluorescence demographic maps are shown in the top panel and lower
panel, respectively. FtsZ, PBP4 and FtsN reflect the divisome stalling at 25, 50 and 75% of the cell length of the by
aztreonam created filaments. The BAM complex follows the divisome localization, albeit with lower intensity.
Numbers of cells analyzed were for αFtsZ 5047, 1433, 858 and 660 for WT, 1MD, 2MD and 3MD, respectively.
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Numbers of cells analyzed were for αPBP4 2347, 1856, 1638 and 615 for WT, 1MD, 2MD and 3MD, respectively.
Number of cells analyzed were for αBAM 3036, 1980, 1160 and 747 for WT, 1MD, 2MD and 3MD, respectively.
Number of cells analyzed were for αFtsN 984, 711 and 610 for WT, 1MD, and 2MD, respectively. (B) The average
fluorescence profiles of BAM in a PBP3ts mutant at permissive condition at 28 °C (WT), and at non-permissive
condition at 42 °C for 1, 2 and 3 mass doubling (1, 2 and 3 MD). The BAM complex localizes at midcell, and at the
future sites of constriction at 25% and 75% of the cell length. The corresponding fluorescence demographic maps
of the immunolabelled BAM complex in these cells are shown on the right. Number of cells analyzed were 2378,
532, 529 and 193 for WT, 1MD, 2MD and 3 MD, respectively.

3.2.6 The BAM midcell localization does not depend on the late
division proteins

The BAM midcell localization does not require an active septal PG synthesis; therefore,
we decided to test whether this occurrence is dependent on the complete and mature
divisome. To answer this question, we immunolabelled a thermosensitive (ts) PBP3
mutant ftsI2158(ts) [190] for BAM. PBP3 is an essential divisome transpeptidase that
is recruited relatively late to the divisome, and in turn, responsible for the recruitment
of FtsN [191]. At 42 °C, the PBP3 protein is unstable and degraded [179], leading to
an incomplete divisome, which results in cell division arrest. Being one of the
filamentous temperature sensitive (fts) genes, its absence results in filamentous cell
morphology [191]. The BAM complex shows normal midcell localization when the
PBP3ts mutant was grown at permissive conditions (Figure 7B). From the
immunofluorescence average profiles of mutant cells, grown at the non-permissive
condition for 3 MDs, we can observe a peak at the center, and at ¼ and ¾ of the
filament length (Figure 7B and Supplementary Figure S3). This indicates that BAM
midcell localization is not dependent on the late divisome proteins PBP3 and FtsN.
Next, we tested another thermosensitive mutant of an upstream late cell division
protein: ftsQ1(ts). After 2MDs at 42 °C, the BAM midcell localization is not affected,
suggesting that the BAM complex does not require FtsQ for midcell localization
(Supplementary Figure S4). Taken together, these results suggest that the BAM
recruitment does not require complete assembly of the divisome.
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3.2.7 The BAM midcell localization depend on the Z-ring formation
The BAM midcell localization occurs simultaneously with the divisome assembly but
does not depend on the late division proteins. To assess whether BAM localization
depends on the early localizing divisome proteins, its midcell enrichment was tested in
the absence of FtsZ polymerization. To prevent Z-ring formation, an antibacterial toxin
was used, that is naturally expressed by the Gram-negative bacterium Serratia
proteomaculans. The toxin, known as Tre1, targets the cell division process, through
ADP-ribosylation of the amino acid residue R174 of FtsZ, preventing polymerization
and hence Z-ring formation [156,192]. In E. coli wild type cells grown to steady state in
minimal medium at 28 °C, Tre1 toxin was expressed from plasmid using an arabinose
inducible promoter for 2 MDs. As a negative control, a catalytic inactive version of Tre1
toxin was used, in which the glutamic acid of the active site was substituted with
glutamine (Tre1E415Q). After the expression, only the cells carrying the original variant
of Tre1 toxin started filamenting, due to the impaired cell division process. To confirm
that the Tre1 protein was causing the inhibition of FtsZ polymerization at midcell, the
cells were immunolabelled with αFtsZ antibodies. From the fluorescence average
profiles and from the fluorescence demographic maps, it is evident that the Z-ring is
not assembled and the FtsZ signal is dispersed along the cell (Figure 8A, B and
Supplementary Figure S5). We also immunolabelled PBP4, of which localization was
shown to be dependent on FtsZ localization (Banzhaf et al. 2021). As expected, PBP4
midcell fluorescent signal was also lost in cells expressing Tre1 toxin (Figure 8C, D).
From BAM immunolabeling analysis in Tre1 treated cells, it is evident that BAM is also
distributed homogeneously along the cell axis rather than being enriched at the division
site (Figure 8E, F). These results suggest that the BAM complex occurrence at the
division site is strictly dependent on the Z-ring formation.
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3.2.8 YidC colocalizes at midcell as the same time as the BAM
complex
OMPs are produced in the cytoplasm and cross the IM via the SecYEG translocon,
where periplasmic chaperones are engaged to deliver them to the BAM complex. The
midcell localization of BAM could reflect its ‘hotspot’ activity. During septation, the
nascent cell poles might require the BAM complex to locally fold and insert ex novo
OMPs into the newly synthesized OM. This activity could then also require a local
increase abundance of the SecYEG translocon. To verify this hypothesis, E. coli wild
type cells were immunolabelled with specific antibodies against the Sec components
SecG, SecA and the accessory chaperone/insertase YidC. From the binned
fluorescence profiles, shown in Figure 8I-K (and Supplementary Figure S6), it is
evident that YidC localizes at midcell around 40% of the cell division cycle age. SecA,
on the contrary, exhibits an even distribution along the cell axis (Figure 8K), and SecG
is only somewhat more abundant in the envelope of new cell poles of deeply
constricting cells. A SecY-GFP fusion was also reported to be distributed evenly in the
cell envelope [193]. Only YidC has a midcell localization trend that resembles the one
from BAM. Notably, FtsEX and FtsQ are inserted via the SecYEG-YidC holotranslocon
[183,184]. Although it is obvious that the Sec translocon is present at midcell, it does
not seem to be enhanced with respect to the rest of the envelope. Possibly, YidC is
specifically recruited to the SecYEG translocon at midcell because of its role in the
insertion of divisome proteins into the inner membrane. Alternatively, the epitopes of
YidC could be simply better accessible to antibodies. These results, taken together,
could suggest a colocalization of the two complexes to ensure a more efficient OMPs
transport. In this scenario, it is likely that, like BamA, the YidC midcell localization is
also dependent on the Z-ring formation. To investigate this, YidC immunolabelling was
performed on cells expressing Tre1 toxin. From the fluorescence profiles and maps
(Figure 8G, H), it is evident that the YidC midcell accumulation is dependent on the
polymerization of the FtsZ cell division protein. Such coordinated functionality could
have evolved to insert rapidly new envelope material during the formation of the future
daughter cell poles.
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Figure 8. Localization of FtsZ, PBP4, YidC and the BAM complex in LMC500 E. coli wild type cells treated with Tre1
toxin FtsZ inhibitor and wild type E. coli cells immunolabelled for the Sec machinery. The cells were harvested after
being grown to steady state in minimal medium at 28 °C (WT), or after expressing the plasmid encoded the Tre1
toxin (Tre) or its inactive variant (Tre1E415Q) for a further two mass doubling induced by 0.15% arabinose. (A, C,
E, G) Fluorescence average profiles of FtsZ, PBP4, BAM and YidC of wild type cells (gray, orange, black and purple
line, respectively), after the exposure to Tre1 toxin (yellow line) or to its inactive version (magenta line). (B, D, F, H)
Fluorescence demo-graphic maps of FtsZ, PBP4, BAM and YidC. Midcell Z-ring formation is impaired in cells
expressing the Tre1 toxin (A, B). PBP4 midcell recruitment is strongly compromised by Tre1 expression (C, D). The
BAM complex is evenly dis-tributed along the cell envelope, upon Tre1 toxin induction. IM insertase YidC midcell
presence is also completely abolished without the Z-ring formation. Number of cells analyzed were for αFtsZ 3477,
1100 and 3670 for WT, Tre1 and Tre1E415Q, respectively, for αPBP4 2392, 1607 and 3769 for WT, Tre1 and
Tre1E415Q, respectively, for αBAM 2971, 1250 and 2563 for WT, Tre1 and Tre1E415Q, respectively and for αYidC
2698, 585 and 1998 for WT, Tre1 and Tre1E415Q, respectively. (I, J, K) Wild-type E. coli cells were immunolabelled
for the Sec machinery components SecG, YidC and SecA. The fluorescence profiles were binned into 10 age
classes (10% to 100%) and plotted as function of the normalized cell length. In both binned profiles, the IM subunit
YidC exhibits a midcell accumulation around 40% of the cell division cycle. On the contrary, SecA binned profiles
do not show any midcell enrichment, whereas SecG is only present in deeply constricting cells. The numbers of
cells analyzed were 5329, 6979 and 3654 for αSecG, αYidC and αSecA, respectively.
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3.3 Discussion
The Gram-negative bacteria, with their three-layered envelope, need to tightly
coordinate cell growth and division. Several modular machineries crosstalk with each
other to monitor the ongoing processes, and to ensure their correct localization and
timing. In this study, we revealed the spatiotemporal topography of the BAM complex
in E. coli cells, and its dependence on the presence of the Z-ring. The BAM complex
localizes all along the cell periphery in distinct foci or clusters, as has been reported
before [65,82,170,171]. Here, new insight was gained into the localization of BAM, by
studying its cellular distribution during the cell division cycle. The BAM machinery was
immunolabelled with antibodies generated against the isolated BAM complex or with
antibodies against its single subunits and found to exhibit a striking enrichment at the
division site. This occurs at a specific moment, that corresponds to 40% of the cell
division cycle age. In wild type cells, the nascent divisome assembles with a cell cycle
specific timing [57]. We used the first and the last protein FtsZ and FtsN that demarcate
the beginning and the end of the divisome assembly, respectively, to observe whether
BAM is localizing specifically during divisome maturation. The localization data indicate
that BAM accumulates at midcell after the Z-ring is completed, and simultaneously with
the localization of the divisome gatekeeper FtsN, which acts as a trigger that initiates
the septation [194]. FtsN is also required for the recruitment of several proteins to the
division site, such as amidases, or the membrane invagination trans-envelope complex
Tol-Pal [148,195]. BAM could also belong to the machineries that are directly recruited
by the divisome or by its activity. In this study, we demonstrated that the BAM midcell
occurrence does not require an active synthesis of septal peptidoglycan. In fact,
preventing septation by using the PBP3-inhibitor aztreonam resulted in the localization
of FtsZ, BAM and PBP4 at midcell, and at the future division sites at ¼ and ¾ position
of the filamentous cells. FtsN follows this pattern, indicating that the divisome is
complete, while the TPase activity of PBP3 is inhibited. However, BAM as well as FtsN
seem to increase their presence in the lateral wall upon inhibition of PBP3, which might
indicate that the amount of local PG synthesis correlates with the amount of localized
protein.
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In a non-localizing PBP3 thermosensitive mutant, BAM is still present at the center of
the cells and at the future division sites, suggesting that its localization is independent
of late cell division proteins such as FtsN. In contrast, the BAM midcell localization was
shown to require the early cell division protein FtsZ. Inhibiting the Z-ring formation,
through the expression of the bactericidal Tre1 toxin [192], abolished midcell
localization of the BAM complex. This suggests that the proto-ring formation and
perhaps preseptal PG synthesis is a necessary requirement to ensure the BAM
recruitment/insertion at midcell during constriction. OMP-biogenesis is believed to be
midcell-biased [170,196]. This could be dictated by different possible reasons, like the
substrate availability, local differences in PG composition due to the preseptal PG
synthesis [197], local variation in the OM curvature or lipid composition, or the
capability to interact with the Sec machinery. We analyzed the spatiotemporal behavior
of some components of the inner membrane translocase system Sec machinery, to
test whether this complex is potentially aligned with the BAM to efficiently insert OMPs
in the nascent future cell poles. Interestingly, the accessory chaperone/insertase YidC
follows the same midcell localization trend as BAM, while SecG was only more
abundant in deeply constricting cells, whereas SecA was evenly distributed. Like BAM,
YidC does not localize anymore at the site of constriction upon Tre1 toxin inhibition of
Z-ring formation. YidC in complex with SecYEG is known to be involved in the
membrane insertion of FtsQ [183,184]. Consequently, the Sec translocon will also be
present at midcell and able to support the insertion of OMPs, as well as divisome
proteins. As BAM seems to be embedded in the PG layer [171], it is possible that it
can only be inserted at sites of active PG synthesis. During length growth, it would be
inserted concomitantly with new strands of PG through elongasome activity, and during
cell division, its enhanced presence is due to the increase in local PG synthesis by the
divi-some during septation. Inhibition of PBP3 by aztreonam causes a futile cycle of
disaccharide polymerization by the glycosyltransferase FtsW, and the breakdown of
this material by the soluble glycosyl hydrolases, such as Slt70 [22,146,198].
Consequently, aztreonam does not inhibit the localization of BAM at midcell. However,
the absence of the late localizing proteins such as FtsQ, PBP3 and FtsN did not abolish
BAM localization either, indicating that active septal PG synthesis is not a requirement
for BAM midcell presence. Possibly, preseptal peptidoglycan synthesis is sufficient for
BAM midcell localization, as it only requires the proto-ring, and not a mature divisome
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for localization. Preseptal PG synthesis depends on the presence of ZipA, FtsZ and
PBP1A, but not PBP3 [197]. Due to the restricted mobility of OMPs in the OM [71,199],
the coupling of PG syn-thesis to BAM OM insertion might help to ensure that areas of
OM expansion also receive sufficient new OMPs. In conclusion, these data suggest a
more intimate relation between the OM BAM complex and the PG, in which BAM is
inserted in the area where the PG is being synthesized. This mechanism will ensure
the correct distribution of the OMP folding machinery in all areas of the cell that will
need its presence the most. The bacterial cell envelope is still one of the main targets
for the current discovery of alternative antimicrobials. Since the BAM complex is
essential for the maintenance of the impermeability of the OM, knowledge of its specific
function and biosynthesis might help to find inhibitors of the complex. This could either
directly kill the bacteria or lead to an increased OM barrier permeability, allowing
access to common antibiotics, that thus far kill exclusively Gram-positive bacteria. In
addition, disrupting a mechanism that crosstalk with others, will lead to a ‘domino effect’
that will decrease the chances of developing multi-drug resistance.

3.4 Material and Methods
3.4.1 Bacterial strains and culture conditions
The Escherichia coli K12 Strains Used here are Listed in Table 1. The cells were
cultured in minimal medium (6.33 g of K2HPO4 (Merck, Kenilworth, NJ, USA), 2.95 g
of KH2PO4 (Riedel de Haen, Seelze, Germany), 1.05 g of (NH4)2SO4 (Sigma, St. Louis,
MO), 0.10 g of MgSO4·7H2O (Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany), 0.28 mg of FeSO4·7H2O
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), 7.1 mg of Ca(NO3)2·4H2O (Sigma), 4 mg of
thiamine (Sigma), 2 mg of uracil (Sigma), 2 mg of lysine (Sigma), 2 mg of thymine
(Sigma), and 0.5% glucose (Merck) per liter, pH 7.0) for steady-state growth at 28 °C
as described. Cells were cultured in rich medium (10g Tryptone (Bacto Laboratories,
Mount Pritchard NSW, Australia), 5 g yeast extract (Duchefa, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands) and 5 g NaCl (Merck) per liter) grown at 37 °C. Optical density (OD) was
measured at 450 and 600 nm when grown in minimal medium and rich medium,
respectively. To inhibit the PBP3 protein, E. coli LMC500 wild type cells were incubated
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with 1 μg•mL−1 aztreonam (ICN, Biomedicals OH, USA), previously dissolved in
saturated Na2CO3. Temperature-sensitive mutants for the divisome proteins FtsI and
FtsQ [190] were grown at 28 °C to OD450 of approximately 0.2. Cells were diluted in
fresh minimal medium, pre-warmed at 28 and 42 °C, respectively, and kept growing
for 3 mass doublings. To inhibit FtsZ, competent LMC500 cells were transformed with
the plasmids pBAD18-Tre1 and pBAD-Tre1E415Q [192]. The cells were grown in the
presence of 50 μg•mL−1 ampicillin (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.5% w/v glucose, then the
expression of the Tre1 active and inactive form was obtained, replacing the glucose
with 0.15% w/v arabinose.
Table 3. Strains and their genotype used in this study.

Strain

Genotype

Reference

BW25113

lacIq rrnBT14 ΔlacZWJ16 hsdR514
ΔaraBADAH33 ΔrhaBADLD78

[200]

BW25113DompA

LMC500

lacIq rrnBT14 ΔlacZWJ16 hsdR514
ΔaraBADAH33 ΔrhaBADLD78
ompA::kan
F araD139 Δ(argF-lac)U169
deoC1 flbB5301 ptsF25 rbsR
relA1 rpsL150 lysA1

[200]

[201]

ΔbamB

BW25113 DbamB::cam

[154]

ΔbamC

BW25113 DbamC::cam

[154]

ΔbamE

BW25113 DbamE::cam

[154]

PBP3ts

LMC500 ftsI(ts)

[190]

FtsQts

LMC500 ftsQ(ts)

[190]

Table 4. Primers used in this study.

Name
Primer Sequence
120-EC- BamAS502C-FW TCCAGGCAGATGACGCCGACCTGTGTGACTATACCAACAAGAGTTATGG
121-EC- BamAS502C-RV CCATAACTCTTGTTGGTATAGTCACACAGGTCGGCGTCATCTGCCTGGA
GATTACCAGACCTATGCTGAACTG
122-EC-BamAS502C-int-FW
GAAGCAGCTCCAGCCTACACTTACCAGGTTTTACCGAGTTTAAAC
123-EC-BamA-stop-RV
CTGGTAAGTGTAGGCTGGAGCTGCTTC
124-EC-cat-FW
GGAGAACACATGGGAATTAGCCATGGTCC
125-EC-cat-RV
CGATTGCAATTTTGTCAGCCG
126-EC-Homology-FW
CGATTGCAATTTTGTCAGCCG
127-EC-Homology-RV
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3.4.2 Fixation and immunolabelling
Cell populations were fixed with a mixture of 2.8% formaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) and
0.04% glutaraldehyde (Merck), keeping the culture shaking in the water-bath at growth
temperature. After 15 min, the cells were harvested, and washed 3 times in Phosphate
Buffered Saline (PBS, 0.2 g KCI, 0.2 g KH2PO4, 8 g NaCI, 2.16 g Na2HPO4 •7H2O per
liter of distilled water, pH 7.3) to remove the excess fixative. The fixed cell population
was permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 (Merck) in PBS (pH 7.2) at room
temperature for 45 min, and 100 μg·mL−1 lysozyme (Sigma-Aldrich) and 5 mM EDTA
(Sigma-Aldrich) for 45 min at room temperature, to permeabilize the membrane and
the peptidoglycan, respectively [151]. By incubating the cells in 0.5% (w/v) blocking
reagents (Boehringer, Mannheim, Germany) in PBS at 37 °C, the non-specific binding
sites were blocked. Immunolabelling of the cells was performed with polyclonal rabbit
antibodies αBAM, αBamA, αBamB, αBamC, αBamD, αBamE, αNlpI, αFtsZ, αFtsN,
αPBP4, αSecG, αSecA (1:500) and αYidC (1:1000), dissolved in blocking reagent. The
antibodies against the non-essential subunits BamB, BamC and BamE were previously
pre-purified using the corresponding null mutant strain. The cells were further
incubated with the donkey αRabbit IgG secondary antibodies conjugated with Cy3 or
AlexaFluor488 (1:300, Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc., West Grove, PA,
USA), according to the protocol [151].

3.4.3 Microscopy
The immunolabelled cells were immobilized on 1% agarose in water slabs coated
object glasses as described [156] and imaged with a Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash-4.0
(Hamamatsu, Naka-ku, Japan) CMSO camera mounted on an Olympus BX-60
Fluorescence microscope (Tokyo, Japan) though a UPlanApo 100x/N.A. 1.35 oil Iris
Ph3 objective. Images were acquired using the Micromanager 1.4 plugin for ImageJ
(version 1.4, https://www.micro-manager.org) [157]. The fluorescence filter cubes used
were U-MNG (Cy3 ex560/40, dic585LP, em630/75) and EN-GFP (AlexaFluor488,
ex470/40, dic495LP, em525/50).
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3.4.4 Image analysis
Images were analyzed with Coli-Inspector supported by the ObjectJ plugin for ImageJ
(version 1.05, https://sils.fnwi.uva.nl/bcb/objectj/) [150]. Fluorescence and phase
contrast images were aligned, and fluorescence background was subtracted as
described [150]. The fluorescence of each cell was collected in a one-pixel wide bar
with the length of the cell. A map of the fluorescence localization and intensity was
generated with the cells sorted according to increasing cell length. Because cells were
grown to steady state, the length of the cells can be directly correlated to the cell
division cycle age [150]. A collective profile is created from all cell profiles in a map.
They are first resampled to a normalized cell length of 100 data points, and then
averaged to a single plot, in either 1 group or more age bins. The extra fluorescence
at midcell in comparison to the fluorescence in the rest of the cell was calculated from
the map of fluorescence profiles.
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Supplementary Fig.S1 Antibodies against OmpA are specific. The cells were grown in rich medium at 37ºC and
immunolabelled with antibodies against OmpA. The concentration of OmpA fluorescence per µm3 cell volume is
shown as violin plot. An ompA deletion strain was immunolabelled with antiserum against OmpA (red, n = 1581)
and the supernatant was used to label another batch of these cells (blue, n = 1197). LMC500 was also labeled with
the serum against OmpA (green, n =1562) and another batch was immunolabeled with the supernatant of the ompA
deletion strain (purple, n=2682). s =serum and p =pure (pre-adsorbed). The deletion strain does not show any
specific labeling or adsorption of the antibodies as evidenced by only a slightly lower la-beling density of the LMC500
cells due to dilution of the adsorbed serum.
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Supplementary Fig.S2. Immunolabelling of FtsZ, PBP4, the BAM complex and FtsN in E. coli LMC500 wild type
cells treated with aztreonam PBP3 inhibitor. The cells were grown to steady state in GB1 at 28 °C (WT) and
incubated with aztreonam for 1, 2 and 3 mass doublings (1-3 MD), then immunolabelled against FtsZ, PBP4, BAM
and FtsN (1 and 2 MD). Phase contrast and fluorescence microscopy images reveal the cellular localization of the
early division protein FtsZ, the division protein PBP4, FtsN and the β-barrel assembly machinery BAM. Scale bar
equals 2 μm.
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Supplementary Fig.S3. Immunolabelling of BAM in mutant E. coli thermosensitive for the cell division protein PBP3.
Phase contrast and fluorescence microscopy images of immunolabelled BAM that shows localization in cells upon
growth to steady state in GB1 at 28 ºC (WT) and a subsequent shift to the non-permissive temperature of 42 ºC.
Scale bar equals 2 μm.
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A

B

Supplementary Fig.S4. Immunolabelling of BAM in E. coli thermosensitive mutant for the cell division protein FtsQ.
A, Fluorescence profile of the axial distribution of the BAM complex, after 2 mass doubling in non-permissive
temperature of 42°C (2MD). The BAM still localizes at midcell and at the future division sites (25% and 75%). B,
phase contrast and fluorescence microscopy image of BAM in vivo localization in cells grown to steady state and
the at non-permissive condition for 2 MD. Scale bar equals 2 μm.

Supplementary Fig.S5. Immunolabelling of FtsZ, PBP4, YidC and the BAM complex in E. coli LMC500 wild type
cells treated with Tre1 toxin FtsZ inhibitor. The cells were growth to steady state in minimal medium at 28°C (WT)
and a harvested or after subsequently expressing the plasmid encoded the Tre1 toxin (Tre) or its inactive variant
(Tre1E415Q) for two mass doubling induced by 0.15% arabinose. Phase contrast and fluorescence images of cells
immunolabelled against FtsZ, PBP4, BAM and YidC (gray, orange, black and purple line, respectively). Upon the
Tre1 expression the midcell accumulation of these proteins is strongly compromised. The BAM complex and the
YidC localization at the constriction site is highly dependent on the presence of a Z-ring. Scale bar equals 2 μm.
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Supplementary Fig.S6. E. coli LMC500 wild type cells immunolabelled with polyclonal antibodies against divisome
and IM translocon proteins. Phase contrast and fluorescent microscopy images of cells immunolabelled for the
division protein FtsZ and FtsN (dark and light grey, respectively). Phase contrast and fluorescent microscopy
images of cells immunolabelled for the IM translocon components SecA (burgundy), SecG (mustard) and YidC
(purple). Scale bar equals 2 μm.
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4. Abstract
Gram-negative bacteria are characterized by the presence of an outer membrane that
enclosed the oxidizing environment called periplasm. Fluorescent proteins in the
periplasm do not always successfully fluoresce, due to their tendency of misfolding or
their incapability of maturing correctly. To circumvent this problem, the variant
superfolder turquoise 2ox (sfTq2ox) was created, a cyan fluorescent protein able to
withstand challenging, oxidizing environments, thanks to the replacement of native
cysteines that may otherwise form promiscuous disulfide-bonds. This protein was
obtained by engineering the preexisting monomeric Turquoise2 (mTq2) and
transforming it in a fluorescent protein with same spectroscopic property but resulting
in a less toxic, better folding and maturing variant. Thus, sfTq2ox can be used for
periplasmic spatiotemporal studies in vivo, but also for protein-protein interaction
studies in FRET assays. Here, the fluorescent protein monomeric NeonGreen is used
as FRET acceptor with a successfully high energy transfer rate of about 40%.

4.1 Introduction

In 1969, Osamu Shimomura and Frank Johnson first isolated a calcium-dependent
bioluminescent protein from the Aequorea victoria jellyfish [202]. This protein was able
to produce green fluorescence when illuminated with ultraviolet light and due to this
property, the protein was eventually christened green fluorescent protein (GFP). Since
these early studies, GFP has been engineered to produce a vast number of variously
colored mutated allelic forms with different wavelength versions. Other species have
been mined to produce similar proteins having cyan, green, yellow, orange, and deep
red fluorescence emission. The fluorescent protein (FP) field is broad and rapidly
progressing. FPs are an extremely useful and versatile tool for bio-medical research.
For example, they can be genetically encoded in frame of a protein of interest and the
resulting fluorescence can be observed by fluorescence microscopy to study the
dynamics and the localization of the protein in vivo. FPs can also be used to reveal
protein-protein interactions in vivo. Two FPs, with sufficient emission spectrum overlap,
can be fused to two proteins that are supposed to interact. One protein will be fused to
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a donor FP, the interactor will be fused to an acceptor FP. If the proteins will be in close
proximity (< 10 nm) and if the FPs are well oriented towards each other, an energy
transfer from donor to acceptor can be measured as Förster Resonance Energy
Transfer (FRET) [203]. FRET can facilitate screening of antibiotics that affect protein
interaction or formation of a complexes in the cell. Despite their incredible usefulness,
several conditions can have impact on the use of FPs, such as the environment. FPs
are sensitive to pH, although this property can be advantageous to probe changes in
acidic or alkaline conditions, it can be limiting for some other applications. Proper
folding, maturation and fluorescence emissions are essential for obtaining a successful
FP fusion. In diderm Gram-negative bacteria, such as Escherichia coli, almost 1/3 of
the proteins localize in the outer membrane (OM) or in the periplasm [204]. Those
proteins are attracting a crescent interest as new generation antibiotic targets,
therefore an increasing use of FPs in these cellular compartments is foreseen. FP,
fused to target proteins, must be artificially transported through the inner membrane
(IM), fold and maturing correctly. The periplasm is a harsh environment for FPs,
inasmuch it is strongly oxidizing. Currently, a limiting number of FPs is resilient enough
to cope with this challenging environment. In this study, a cyan fluorescent protein
monomeric Turquoise2 (mTq2) was genetically engineered to withstand misfolding in
the periplasm. Moreover, the resulted protein shows improved resistance to fixation,
and less cellular toxicity. All of these was obtained by introducing the superfolding
mutations of sfGFP and by replacing a native cysteine that was leading to promiscuous
disulfide bonds. The new protein, named superfolder Turquoise2ox (sfTq2ox) is
strikingly performing as periplasmic FRET donor, coupled with monomeric NeonGreen
(mNG) a basic green/yellow fluorescent protein derived from Branchiostoma
lanceolatum [205].
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4.2 Results
4.2.1. Robust folding is the first prerequisite for periplasmic FP
fluorescence
A small number of FPs can successfully fold and fluoresce in the periplasm. Overall,
the most frequent hindrance is slowfolding and the misfolding due to the formation of
promiscuous disulfide bridges. Misfolded FPs cannot emit fluorescence and tend to
aggegate forming toxic oligomers [206]. Amongst few FPs can withstand the
periplasm, there are superfolderGFP (sfGFP) and mCherry (mCh). mNG contains
cysteines, while mCh does not have cysteines and is one of the red variants of FP
originally isolated from Discosoma spp [159,207]. Because mCherry has a very low
quantum yield, the toxicity and the fluorescence properties of the red FPs mCh,
mScarlet (mSc), mScarlet-A (mSc-I) and mScarlet-H (mSc-H) in the periplasm were
compared. To measure the toxicity and the functioning of FPs in vivo, the bacteria cell
growth and fluorescence of E. coli cells can be monitored in the plate reader (Fig. 2).
The FP is carried on a plasmid, fused with specific signal-sequence to ensure the
transport in the periplasm (Figure 1), while its expression is induced by isopropyl-β-Dthiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). The optimum FP expression that will allow cell growth
can be obtained by fine-tuning the IPTG concentration, avoiding overexpression that
eventually lead to cell death.
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Figure 1. Co-translational expression of FPs in the periplasm. FP fusions were expressed in the periplasm and
attached to the periplasmic (Peri) side of the inner membrane (IM) through PBP5 (encoded by dacA). The DsbA
(dsbass) signal sequence is a substrate for the signal recognition particle (SRP) that directs co-translational
transport through the SecYEG translocase of the N-terminal fused gene product translated in the cytoplasm (Cyto).
The FP fusion is translocated to the periplasm and the signal sequence is cleaved off. Here the FP is exposed to
periplasmic conditions under which it needs to efficiently fold its ß-barrel and subsequently mature its chromophore
to become fluorescent. FPs that are unable to fluoresce in the periplasm thus have problems with either folding or
chromophore maturation [208].

The fluorescence is then measured for growing cells, to understand whether the
periplasmic FPs are able to fold, mature and emit fluorescence upon excitation (Fig.
2B). The fluorescence must be validated in living cells and later in a fixed cell
population. In fact, the usage of crosslinking agent, such as aldehydes, can impact on
the fluorescence emission [209,210]. After fixation, the protein folding stops, but the
chromophore maturation continues. FPs like mCh continue to slowly mature their
chromophore after fixation, visible in the brighter fluorescence emission in mature fixed
cells (Fig 2C). The so-obtained results drive the choice towards the best fluorescent
protein suitable for an hostile challenging enviroment such as the periplasm. In this
study, amongst the non-cysteine red-emitting FPs, we can select mCherry as the most
befitting one.
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Figure 2. mCherry is the preferred red FP in the periplasm. A. LMC500 carrying DsbAss-FP-PBP5 plasmids for the
periplasmic expression of the mScarlet FPs and mCh were grown as flask cultures in TY at 37°C and induced with
15 µM IPTG (arrow). Induction did not alter growth rates compared to a control carrying an empty plasmid (EV). B.
Fluorescence images of living fixed and fixed and matured cells showed varying levels of periplasmic fluorescence.
Note that the greyscales were set for automatically visualizing any signal. The scale bar represents 2 µm. C.
Quantification of fluorescence signals from all samples revealing strong periplasmic signals for mSc-I and mCherry.
The respective number of cells analysed for the living, fixed or fixed and matured samples were EV 415, 928 and
689, mSc 623, 868 and 1165, mSc-I 672, 1009 and 952, mSc-H 618, 569 and 758 and mCh 477, 792 and 1144.
The error bars at the mean indicate the 95% confidence interval [208].

4.2.2. Superfolder mTq2ox folds and matures in the periplasm
The FRET pairs of green-emitting FPs like mNG or sfGFP and the red-emitting FP
mCh are already validated [159,211]. sfGFP is a variant of GFP, isolated from
Aqueorea victoria, carrying point mutations that increase the folding speed and allow
this FP to fluoresce in the periplasm [212–214]. Differently from mCherry, sfGFP
contains cysteines, but its ability to fluoresce in the periplasm could suggest that the
folding rate is the essential parameter to allow a correct FP maturation in oxidizing
environments. FRET pairs have to possess a good overlap between the donor
emission and the acceptor excitation spectrum in combination with high brightness to
guarantee a good FRET efficiency [207]. One of the strongest FRET pairs is between
mTurquoise2 (mTq2) and mNG [215] in mammalian cells. Unfortunately, mTq2 does
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not fluoresce in the E. coli periplasm (Fig. 3A). mTq2 is derived from the jellyfish
Aqueorea victoria, just like GFP and sfGFP, therefore it is possible that by optimizing
the folding rate of this FP, we could successfully increase the chance to have a cyanemitting FP in the periplasm. GFP was engineered with specific point mutations to be
converted in sfGFP, i.e., M153T, V163A, F99S, S30R, Y39N, A206V, N105T and
I171V [213,214]. The sequence of mTq2 shows already the mutations M153T and
V163A, while Y145F and A206V were purposely avoided, inasmuch they could
jeopardize the chromophore maturation and increase dimerization tendency,
respectively [216]. The so obtained superfolder FP, named sfTq2, was expressed in
the periplasm of E. coli cells and compared with its derivative mTq2. sfTq2 exhibits low
toxicity and resulted in periplasmic fluorescence, indication that the folding rate of a FP
can influence its ability to cope with hash environments, like the periplasmic space.
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Figure 3. Superfolder mTurquoise2 fluoresces in the periplasm. a. Plate reader growth data in rich medium at 37°C
show that the periplasmic sfTq2 expression is less toxic at high induction than the original mTq2. Plate reader
fluorescence measurements confirm that periplasmic sfTq2 gives fluorescent signals while mTq2 does not. b.
Fluorescence microscopy of living cells expressing an empty vector control, mTq2-PBP5 or sfTq2-PBP5, reveals
fluorescence only from the sfTq2 fusion. Fixation of the same cells does not result in a decreased sfTq2 signal.
Overnight maturation of the fixed cells at RT to allow for possible chromophore (re)formation (indicated as ‘matured’)
did not result in an increase in fluorescence for periplasmic mTq2 suggesting it had not folded properly while sfTq2
showed a strong periplasmic signal. All photographs are shown with the same grey values (100–4000) for
comparison and the scale bar represents 2 µm. c. Quantification of the control, mTq2 and sfTq2 cultures for the
living, fixed and matured cells shows no difference between the empty vector control and the mTq2 cells. The sfTq2
cells showed a small maturation effect. The error bars at the mean represent the 95% confidence interval. The
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number of cells measured were: Alive) EV = 1018, mTq2 = 650 and sfTq2 = 571. Fixed) EV = 1176, mTq2 = 1046,
sfTq2 = 884. Fixed and matured) EV = 1142, mTq2 = 931, sfTq2 = 988 [208].

4.2.3. The sfTq2-mNG FRET pair in the periplasm
After having demonstrated that the new cyan FP, sfTq2, can fold and fluoresce in the
periplasm, it is necessary to demonstrate that its spectral emission remains unaltered.
E. coli wild type cells were transformed with an inducible plasmid encoding for the
periplasmic or cytoplasmic sfTq2. The expression of the FP was induced for two mass
doubling time. The cells were then fixed, harvested and their fluorescence spectra was
measured. Despite the different subcellular compartment, in which they are expressed,
the normalized spectra result in a perfect overlap, sign of an unaffected FP emission
(Fig. 4A). The subsequent step consists in validating the sfTq2 in the periplasm as
FRET donor with mNG, as acceptor. First, it was measured the FRET efficiency of
sfTq2-mNG tandem in both cytoplasm and periplasm. While the cytoplasmic tandem
reached a FRET efficiency of 64.5 ± 3.0%, the version expressed in the periplasmic
space reached only 18.8 ± 2.1%. Although the FRET efficiency is similar for the tandem
mNG-mCh in the periplasm and in the cytoplasm [159], the discrepancy suggests that
sfTq2 is not able to reach its full potential in the adverse oxidizing environment. The
genetic improvements had enabled the cyan FP to fold and mature efficiently in the
periplasm, but they have proven to not be sufficient. It is possible that the two native
cysteines were still prone to promiscuous disulfide bridges, leading the sfTq2 to an
impaired expression.
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Figure 4. In vivo FRET using the sfTq2-mNG FRET pair. A. Periplasmic sfTq2 does not show altered spectra
compared to cytoplasmic sfTq2. LMC500 grown to steady state in minimal medium at 28°C were induced to express
sfTq2 freely in the cytoplasm or the periplasm as the OM-bound OmpA-sfTq2 fusion. After 2 MDs, the cells were
fixed, washed with PBS and set to an OD450 value of 1.000 ± 0.002 before measuring the fluorescence spectra.
The normalized fluorescence spectra show the same shape suggesting that the spectral properties of sfTq2 are the
same in the cytoplasmic and periplasmic compartments. B. EfA values calculated for the sfTq2-mNG FRET pair
show a large difference for the cytoplasmic and periplasmic tandem. The technical negative control (IM-OM) did not
show any energy transfer. The activity-related conformational changes of the PBP5 dimers previously observed
with the mNG-mCh FRET pair (Meiresonne et al., 2017) were confirmed. The error bars represent the mean and
standard deviation. The control EfA values were calculated from experiments in LMC500 and CS109 ∆dacA and
the PBP5 dimerization experiments were exclusively performed in CS109 ∆dacA. Table S2 shows the FRET
efficiencies measured with the plate reader. Representative unmixing data are shown in Fig. S14 [208].

4.2.4. Development and optimization of sfTq2ox
To further optimize sfTq2 in the periplasm, different strategies were adopted to replace
the two native cysteines. sfTq2, in fact, contains a cysteine at the residue 48 and a
cysteine at the residue 70. Several site-direct amino acids replacements were
designed to find the best solution to unleash the sfTq2 full potential. A cysteine is
characterized by the presence of a thiol side chain. Thiols are susceptible to oxidation,
which is an essential step towards the formation of disulfide bridges, a valuable role in
protein crosslinking in controlled conditions. Cysteine can be considered hydrophilic,
but can stabilize hydrophobic interactions, therefore, due its unique properties, it is not
easy to be replaced. Methionine is another essential amino acid containing a Sulphur,
it is classified as non-polar and aliphatic. The side chain of methionine is a thioester,
making the Sulphur less prone to disulfide bond formations. Valine it is a non-polar
aliphatic amino acid, containing an isopropyl group, that imitates hydrophobic property
of cysteine. Valine was already successfully used in the improvement of the FP oxBFP
[206]. Single and double amino acid replacements were attempted to reduce toxicity
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and enhance fluorescence emission of sfTq2 (Fig. 5). From all the possible
combinations, the most promising replacements were represented by the mutants
C48S, C70S, C70V and C48S-C70V (Fig. 5B). In terms of protein stability, all these
mutants performed better than its derivative sfTq2 (Fig. 5D). Fluorescence-wise not all
these variants performed the same, in fact, the double cysteine mutant, C48S -C70V
show a reduced brightness after fixation, therefore we decided to not peruse with it.
The single replacement C48S and C70V were the most satisfactory ones (Fig 5). Sitedirect random mutagenesis resulted in the decisive test to understand that changing
C48 only, did not result in a substantial optimization. Thus, the mutant C70V was
accepted as the preferred variant of sfTq2. This mutant was christened sfTq2ox. sfTq2ox
demonstrated unvaried spectral properties but less cell toxicity.
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Figure 5. Cysteine-replaced sfTq2 variants perform better in the periplasm. a. Periplasmic expression of sfTq2PBP5 variants in LMC500 grown in rich medium at 37°C at relatively non-toxic induction conditions results in large
differences in cyan fluorescence. The C70V variant performs better than C48S and the double cysteine mutant
version. b. Microscopy of LMC500 grown in rich medium and induced with 15 µM IPTG shows strong fluorescence
for the sfTq2-PBP5 variants in the periplasm. For comparison, the greyscale of all photographs is the same (80–
7000) and the scale bar represents 2 µm. c, Quantification of the images confirms bright fluorescence signals from
the single C48S and C70V sfTq2 variants. Differences in fluorescence with the prolonged plate reader induction
suggest that folding difficulties may still be a problem. The error bars at the mean represent the 95% confidence
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higher order complexes (asterisk). The + and signs, respectively, indicate the presence or absence of the reducing
agent DTT in the sample [208].
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4.2.5. The superior periplasmic properties of sfTq2ox comes
without a trade-off
Introducing targeted single-mutation in the protein mTq2 has helped us to obtain a
cyan-FP able to be transported, fold, mature and fluorescence successfully in a hostile
oxidizing environment like the periplasm. Therefore, we decided to test the obtained
sfTq2ox as FRET donor for mNG in the periplasm, comparing it with the same mutated
variant in the cytoplasm. All the tandem fusion expressed in the cytosol, mTq2, sfTq2
and sfTq2ox, exhibited a comparable FRET efficiency of 61 ± 6%, 65 ± 3% and 66 ±
3% respectively (Table 1)
Table 1. FRET efficiencies obtained with mTq2 variants measured by fluorimetry.

Donor FP to mNG

Fusion

mNG-mTq2

mTq2

Free floating

61.3

6.4

4

mNG-sfTq2

sfTq2

Free floating

64.5

3.0

7

mNG-sfTq2ox

sfTq2ox

Free floating

66.4

3.1

8

mNG-sfTq2

sfTq2

OmpA177 (OM)

18.8

2.1

6

mNG-sfTq2C48S

C48S

OmpA177

32.9

1.9

2

mNG-sfTq2C70V

sfTq2ox

OmpA177

39.1

3.8

11

mNG-sfTq2C48S-C70V

C48S-C70V

OmpA177

40.3

1.2

2

mNG-sfTq2C70V

sfTq2ox

OmpA177*

42.5

3.1

6

mNG-sfTq2C70V

sfTq2ox

LpoB73 (OM)

39.8

2.1

5

mNG-sfTq2C70V

sfTq2ox

NlpAss (IM)

41.2

2.4

7

mNG-sfTq2C70V

sfTq2ox

MalFss-mss(IM)

42.9

2.5

3

Cytoplasmic FRET

EfA (%)

SD

Repeats

Positive control tandems

Periplasmic FRET
Positive control tandems

Negative controls
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mNG-sfTq2 (IM-OM)

sfTq2

PBP5, OMPA177

-1.4

1.4

4

mNG-sfTq2ox (IM-OM)

sfTq2ox

PBP5, OMPA177

-1.3

2.2

13

mNG-sfTq2ox (IM-OM)

sfTq2ox

NlpAss, FtsB

-0.7

1.7

10

PBP5 + PBP5

sfTq2

IM, IM

4.2

2.7

5

PBP5S44G + PBP5S44G

sfTq2

IM, IM

8.8

4.2

6

FtsB-FtsL

sfTq2ox

IM, IM

19.2

4.5

8

FtsL-FtsB

sfTq2ox

IM, IM

15.6

2.6

8

FtsLm4-FtsB

sfTq2ox

IM, IM

3.1

2.1

3

FtsLm4-FtsBm4

sfTq2ox

IM, IM

3.0

3.4

3

Biological interactions

SS is signal sequence, mss membrane spanning sequence, LpoB73 indicates residues 1-73 of LpoB, OmpA177
indicates residues 1-177 of OmpA, * indicates a different linker between mNG and sfTq2C70V. Table S2 shows the
FRET efficiencies for the mTq2 variants measured with the platereader. Representative unmixing data is shown in
Fig. S14; the plate reader unmixing data are shown in Fig. S15.

4.2.6. High dynamic range periplasmic FRET with sfTq2ox
sfTq2ox proved the most promising variant of a cyan FP in the periplasm. To assess its
performance in this subcellular localization, several genetic tandem fusions with mNG
were created. The tandem sfTq2ox-mNG was fused to the lipidation and translocation
signal of the OM lipoprotein LpoB and the IM lipoprotein NlpA (Fig. 7). The tandem
was also expressed with the first IM spanning sequence of the integral IM component
of the maltose ABC transporter, MalF (Fig. 7). The FRET efficiency of all the
periplasmic tandems was measured. Regardless of the different membrane
association, all the tandems resulted in a FRET efficiency about 40% (Table 1). The
efficiency proves that the sfTq2ox have finally reached a good potential, indication that
it is ready to be tested in a real in vivo FRET experiment. First, negative controls were
validated. FRET efficiency for the IM-IM and IM-OM negative controls resulted in -0.7
± 1.7% and -1.3 ± 2.2%, respectively (Table 1). The positive and negative controls
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were also validated in a 96-wells plate, using a plate reader (Table S2).
sfTq2ox and mNG will only need to be challenged in an in vivo FRET assay.

4.2.7. In vivo interactions of putative antibiotic targets in the
periplasm
The understanding of in vivo biological interaction of proteins and complexes that
reside in the OM and in the periplasmic space is attracting great attention. In these
compartments lies all the strength and resistance of Gram-negative bacteria for the
commonly used antibiotics. To explore targets for the development of bactericidal
compounds, periplasmic FRET can prove to be a useful tool. sfTq2ox-mNG have, so
far, demonstrated to be a successful FRET pair. We decided to test the cell division
subcomplex formed by FtsB, FtsL and FtsQ (FtsBLQ) [217]. This triptych has a pivotal
role in regulating and connecting the cell division between the cytoplasm and the
periplasm [39,175]. Testing this interaction in vivo, could serve for the screening of
molecules that can inhibit this interaction, assessing efficacy and specificity. Two
fluorescent variant couples were created: FstB-sfTq2ox and FtsL-mNG or FtsB-mNG
and FtsL-sfTq2ox. The FRET efficiency of these interactors was measured and resulted
in 19.2 ± 4.5% for FstB-sfTq2ox and FtsL-mNG, while FtsB-mNG and FtsL-sfTq2ox
performed at 15.6 ± 2.6% (Table 1 and Fig. 7) A Negative control was represented by
FstB-sfTq2ox and the IM fusion NlpAss-mNG, resulting in an efficiency of -0.7 ± 1.7%.
Once we established that FtsL and FtsB fluorescent fusions interact in vivo, a system
was needed in which they did not. FtsB and FtsL interplay through a Leucine zipperlike motif, hich is abolished by replacing 4 of the leucines by alanines [218]. The
mutated variant lost their ability to interact with each other, but retained their ability to
complement the corresponding depletion strain and to localize at midcell [218]. These
M4 mutants were fused to FPs, then, co-expressed with the mutated or the nonmutated partner FtsBm4-mNG and FtsLm4-sfTq2ox or FtsB-mNG and FtsL m4-sfTq2ox.
The measured FRET efficiency resulted in 3.1 ± 2.1% and 3.0 ± 3.4%, respectively.
Western blot confirmed the successful expression of the constructs (Fig. S13). The
lower FRET values indicate a disruption of the FtsB and FtsL interaction. In this way,
it is possible to create a powerful tool that acts to support the screening of new
antibiotics specific for in vivo protein-protein inhibition. This possibility is given by the
development of a cyan FP, suitable for the Gram-negative periplasmic space.
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4.3. Discussion and Conclusions
The usage of fluorescent proteins in vivo enables the tracking of proteins in space and
in time. Genetically encoded FP shows some limitations, such as a limited self-folding
ability and an inefficient maturation. The environment can be very hostile for their
function, moreover, their expression level could be lethal for cells [159]. The choice of
the suitable FP is paramount, and it must be tailor made for the scope of their
application. The optimal FP should always be selected experimentally, taking in
account all the specific conditions of the case. In this study, we tried to generate not
only a cyan-FP able to be efficiently fluorescent in the periplasm, but we also establish
an advanced tool that enables the screening for specific protein-protein interaction
drugs: the FRET assay. Before this study, FRET assays were performed using the
donor acceptor couple mNG and mCherry, producing modest results, due to their
spectral properties. mNG could also be used as acceptor, since it was already
employed with the donor mTq2 with great results [219,220]. Unfortunately, mTq2
cannot fluoresce in the oxidizing periplasmic space and therefore, cannot be used for
localization or FRET assay is this compartment. Here, mTq2 was engineered to create
a fast-folding, single cysteine version able to express its spectral potential in the
periplasm. First, introduced the superfolder mutations S30R, Y39N, N105T, F99S,
M153T, V163A and I171V were introduced. Those mutations were already present in
sfGFP, able to cope with the hostile periplasmic space [212]. The so obtained sfTq2
was able to fluoresce in the periplasm but exhibit only a modest FRET efficiency (Fig.
4 Table 1). The main limitation was still represented by the high tendency of sfTq2 to
create promiscuous disulfide bonds, due to the presence of two cysteines. The
cysteines, in fact, are highly reactive in the oxidizing environment creating undesired
crosslinked that lead to non-fluorescent oligomers, an already observed phenomenon
[206]. Diverse attempts of targeted direct-site mutagenesis, compared with random
site mutagenesis, culminated in the same result: C70V. Replacement of only one of
the two native cysteines was the needed to prevent promiscuous crosslinking during
protein translocation and folding sfTq2, re-named sfTq2ox. The periplasmic optimized
version resulted in a less toxic, fast-folding, and brighter versionmore fluorescence
than its ancestor.
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sfTq2ox, not only can be used to localize proteins in the periplasmic space, but it can
be employed as FRET donor with mNG to assess in vivo protein-protein interactions.
The FRET pair sfTq2ox-mNG results in an energy transfer rate of 40% in the periplasm
(Fig.

7

and

Table

1),

this

makes

sfTq2ox

an

excellent

FRET

donor.

Protein-protein interactions contribute to all the important biological processes in a
living organism, from a metabolic reaction to DNA replication, to cell division up to cellcell crosstalk. Characterizing these processes lead to a deeper understanding of the
protein function and the biology of the cells. In Gram-negative bacteria, this
comprehension could be used for the warfare against pathogenic strains, naturally
resistant to a broad spectrum of antibiotics. The strength of these bacteria consists in
the presence of a low permeable additional membrane. Understanding the proteins
and the complexes that play essential roles in maintaining the integrity of this barrier,
will help us in the defeat of these virulent bacteria. For example it would be interesting
to screen for a compound able to disrupt the interaction between the essential cell
division sub-complex FtsBLQ present in the periplasmic space [39,175]. Despite the
lack of knowledge on the actual stoichiometry of the complex [218,221–224] we know
that the interaction between FtsB and FtsL occurs via coiled-coil transmembrane
helices [218,224], while FtsB and FtsQ interact though a periplasmic soluble domain,
independently of FtsL [39,223,225–227]. Using the FRET pair sfTq2ox and mNG fused
to FtsB and FtsL we were able to dissect at the molecular level this interaction.
Our work will pave the way for more in vivo studies in the periplasm of Gram-negative
bacteria. We broaden the FPs colour palette, adding a cyan-FP, to the pre-existing
yellow/green mNG and the red FP mCherry. Multiple colour protein tracking can be
performed simultaneously, allowing the detection of proteins that colocalize and
validate their interaction. The most promising tool that we created remains the FRET
assay, that can be used for the in vivo drug-screening of specific protein-protein
disruptors.
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Figure 6. Schematic overview showing the subcellular localization of the periplasmic protein interactions and
controls assayed with the sfTq2ox-mNG FRET pair. PBP5 dimerization interactions were assayed with sfTq2-mNG.
Inh. refers to the inactive mutants PBP5S44G, FtsBm4 and FtsLm4. A full list of EfA values is shown in Table
Table11
[208].

4.4. Material and Methods
4.4.1 Bacterial strains and culture conditions
The Escherichia coli K12 strains used are presented in in (Table 2). The cells were
cultured in rich medium (TY:10 g Tryptone (Bacto laboratories, Australia), 5 g yeast
extract (Duchefa, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) and 5 g NaCl (Merck, Kenilworth, NJ)
per liter) supplemented with 0.5% glucose (Merck) or in glucose minimal medium (Gb1:
6.33 g K2HPO4 (Merck), 2.95 g KH2PO4 (Riedel de Haen, Seelze, Germany), 1.05 g
(NH4)2SO4 (Sigma, St.Louis, MO), 0.10 g MgSO4·7H2O (Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany),
0.28 mg FeSO4·7H2O (Sigma), 7.1 mg Ca(NO3)2·4H2O (Sigma), 4 mg thiamine
(Sigma), and 4 g glucose per liter, pH 7.0) at 28°C while shaking at 205 rpm. For growth
in Gb1 of LMC500 and CS109 based strains 50 mg/l lysine (Sigma) was added. Growth
in rich and poor medium was at 37 and 28°C, respectively. Expression of constructs
was induced with 15 µM isopropyl β-D-1- thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG, Promega,
Madison WI) unless stated otherwise. Plasmids were maintained in the strains by
addition of 100 µg/ml ampicillin (Sigma) or 25 µg/ml chloramphenicol (Sigma). Growth
was measured by absorbance at 600 or 450 nm with a Biochrom Libra S70
spectrophotometer (Harvard Biosciences, Holliston, MA) for TY or Gb1 cultures,
respectively. Fixation was done with a final concentration of 2.8% formaldehyde and
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0.04% glutaraldehyde in the shaking water bath for 15 min, after which the cells were
harvested. After fixation the cells were washed three times with 1 ml PBS.
Table 5. Strains and their genotypes used in this study.

Strain

Genotype

Reference 3

DH5α

F-, supE44, hsdR17, recA1,
endA1, gyrA96, thi1, relA1

(Bethesda, 1986)

LMC500

MC4100, F-, araD139,
∆(argF-lac)U169, deoC1,
flbB5301, lysA1, ptsF25,
rbsR, relA1, rpsL150

[190]

CS12-7

CS109 ΔdacA

[228]

4.4.2 Plasmid construction
An overview of the plasmids used in this study and their cloning strategies is given in
Table S3. The sfTq2 nucleotide sequence (encoding mTurquoise2 with S30R, Y39N,
F99S, N105T and I171V) was obtained by gene synthesis (MWG biotech). New
constructs were created by restriction-ligation cloning or site-directed mutagenesis.
Inserted fragments were amplified by PCR from plasmid or the E. coli (LMC500)
chromosome template, purified and restricted. For mutagenesis, a whole plasmid
template was amplified by PCR using primers that contain the desired mutation. The
resulting product was treated with DpnI to digest the methylated template plasmid. All
restriction enzymes used were purchased from New England Biolabs Inc. (Ipswich,
MA). For all PCR amplifications for cloning, the high-fidelity polymerase pfux7 was
used [229] as per the manufacturer’s instructions. An overview of the used primers is
shown in Table S4 [230].

4.4.3 Imaging and image analysis
For imaging the cells were immobilized on 1 % agarose in water slabs on object
glasses as described [156] and photographed with a Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash-4.0LT
(Hamamatsu, Naka-ku, Japan) CMOS camera mounted on an Olympus BX-60
fluorescence microscope (Tokyo, Japan) through a UPlanApo 100x/N.A.1.35 oil Iris
Ph3 objective. Images were acquired using the Micro Manager 1.4 plugin for ImageJ
[157]. In all experiments, the cells were first photographed in phase contrast mode and
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then in fluorescence mode. The fluorescence filter cubes used were: U-MNG (red and
orange, ex560/40, dic585LP, 409 em630/75), EN-GFP (green, ex470/40, dic495LP,
em525/50) and Cyan-GFPv2 (cyan, ex436/20, dic455LP, em480/40). Fluorescence
backgrounds were subtracted using the modal-values from the fluorescence images.
Quantifications of cellular fluorescence were done using the ObjectJ plug-in of Image
[150]. Living cells were imaged directly from the growing cultures and fixed cells directly
after fixation and PBS washing. After fixation the samples were allowed to mature
overnight at RT, washed once more with 1 ml PBS and were then imaged. These
samples are indicated in the text as “matured”.

4.4.4 Western blot analysis
Samples for SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and Western blotting were
prepared by pelleting live cells and equalizing biomass in MilliQ and subsequent boiling
(95 °C) in sample buffer (0.0625 M Tris-HCl pH 6.8, SDS 2 %, glycerol 10%,
bromphenol blue 0.001 %) with and without dithiothreitol (0.1 M) reducing agent.
Samples were loaded on 10 % SDS-PAGE gels (stacking buffer (0.5 M Tris-HCl pH
6.8, 0.4 % SDS), separating buffer (1.5 M Tris-HCl pH 8.7, 0.4 % SDS), separated by
electrophoresis and transferred on nitrocellulose membrane (Biorad) by wet blotting.
Bound antibodies were detected with the Odyssey FC scanner (LI-COR). The used
antibodies were polyclonal rabbit α-GFP (1:2000, Fisher Scientific) and polyclonal goat
α-rabbit IRDye® 680LT (1:20.000, LI-COR).

4.4.5 FRET experiments and spectral measurements
FRET experiments were performed as described in [231] with modifications for the
sfTq2-mNG FRET pair. Acceptor and donor emission spectra were collected with a
fluorometer (Photon Technology International, NJ) through 6 nm slit widths with 1 s
integration time per scanned nm and 3 times averaging. For the acceptor (mNG)
channel samples were excited by the monochromator set at 504 nm through a 500 ±
10 nm single band pass (BP) filter (BrightLine, Semrock, Rochester, NY) and emission
wavelengths from 512 to 650 nm at 1 nm increments were measured through a 510
nm long-pass (LP) filter (Chroma technology corp., Bellow falls, VT). This spectrum
was used to determine the amount of mNG in the sample. For the donor (mTq2, sfTq2
or sfTq2ox) channel samples were excited by the monochromator set at 450 nm through
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a 435 ± 40 nm BP filter (Semrock) and emission wavelengths from 470 to 650 nm at 1
nm increments were collected through a 458 nm LP filter (Semrock). Knowing the
amount of mNG present in the sample and the shape of the mNG and mTq2 variant
reference spectra and background fluorescence spectrum in the cells, the sample
spectra were unmixed into their separate components: background fluorescence,
mTq2, mNG and sensitized emission (FRET). The FRET efficiencies were calculated
using the published algorithms [231,232] using the spectral properties of mTq2 and
mNG [215,219]. Spectral measurements using a multimode plate reader (BIOTEK
Synergy MX, BioTek Instruments Inc., Winooski, VT) were performed as described
[159,231] with the mTq2 variant donor channel acquisition set at 450 nm and emission
scanning from 470 to 650 nm with 444 minimal slit widths of 9 nm.
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4.7 Supplementary Material
Table S1 Förster radii of FRET pairs of the mNG donor with cysteine-less orange and red FPs or with mNG as an
acceptor to the new sfTq2ox donor (described in main text).

mNG + FP

R0 (nm)*

mOrange

5.67

mStrawberry

5.93

mCherry

5.51

mScarlet

5.95

mScarlet-I

5.97

mScarlet-H

6.02

sfTq2ox

5.96

Biophysical properties used to calculate the R0 values can be found in Cranfill et al 2016 and
Bindels et al 2017 [216,233]. *R0 calculated with refractive index of 1.4 for cellular
environments.
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Figure S1 – Toxicity and fluorescence of expressing cysteine-less FPs in the periplasm.
(a) Expression of DsbASS-FP-PBP5 was induced at a concentration range of IPTG in LMC500 and growth and
fluorescence were monitored in TY at 37 °C in a plate reader. All constructs resulted in toxicity at high induction
levels. Low induction was accepted and resulted in fluorescence over time. Note the differences in scale for the
fluorescent signals. (b) Periplasmic sfGFP and mNG from overnight cultures. (c) Periplasmic mOr, mOr2, mSc-H,
mSc, mSc-I, mStr and mCh from overnight cultures. A negative control consisted of cells harboring a plasmid
without any FP (EV). All scale bars represent 2 µm.
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Figure S2 – mFruits in the periplasm. (a) LMC500 carrying DsbAss-FP-PBP5 plasmids for periplasmic expression
of selected mFruit FPs were grown as flask cultures in TY at 37 °C and induced with 15 µM IPTG (arrow). Induction
did not alter growth rates compared to a control carrying an empty plasmid (EV). (b) Fluorescence images of living
fixed and fixed and matured cells showed varying levels of periplasmic fluorescence. Note that the grayscales were
set for automatically visualizing any signal. The scale bar represents 2 µm. (c) Quantification of fluorescence signals
from all samples revealing strong periplasmic signals for mCherry. The respective number of cells analyzed for the
living, fixed, or fixed and matured samples were EV 368, 781 and 754, mOr 604, 738 and 1258, mOr2 532, 736
and 781, mStr 784, 836 and 1333, and mCh 954, 1255 and 760. The error bars at the mean indicate the 95 %
confidence interval.
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Figure S3 - Residue 145 of mTq2 is important for chromophore formation. LMC500 was grown in TY and
expression of mTq2-PBP5 or sfTq2-PBP5 with or without the additional Y145F mutation, was induced with 15
µM IPTG. (a) Living, fixed and fixed and matured samples were imaged. The scale bar represents 2 µm. (b)
Quantification of the signals shows that Y145F does not reveal an improvement of the periplasmic mTq2 signal
and shows a negative impact on periplasmic sfTq2 fluorescence. Between 500 and 1300 cells were analyzed
for all samples except EV alive (n = 217) and EV matured (n = 373). The error bars at the mean represents the
95 % confidence interval.
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Supplementary text 1: Cysteine-less sfTq2 variants
Site-directed mutagenesis of the sfTq2 native cysteines at positions 48 and 70 resulted
in much stronger fluorescence signals from the periplasm caused by a higher protein
yield and reduced expression toxicity (main text). sfTq2C70V was found to be the
brightest variant with the fastest folding/maturation rates and low toxicity levels. To
screen for more variation in periplasmic fluorescence, and possibly a better variant,
targeted random mutagenesis was performed on residues 48 and 70 of sfTq2, on
residues 70 of sfTq2C48S and on residue 48 of sfTq2C70V. NNK/MNN primers encoding
degenerate codons for all 20 possible amino acids were used (Table S4). The resulting
mutagenesis colonies were spotted on TY agar containing 10 µM IPTG and incubated
overnight at 37 °C. The new colonies were observed using a macroscopic fluorescence
set up and the brightest were selected for sequence analysis. The random mutations
introduced at position 48 of sfTq2 or sfTq2C70V were mainly serine and cysteines,
respectively. The random mutations of position 70 introduced in sfTq2C48S resulted in
WT cysteine, methionine, or valine, which were already made by site-directed
mutagenesis. This suggest that the serine at position 48 instead of cysteine may be
the only tolerated residue substitution for periplasmic FP folding and chromophore
maturation and additional mutations of C70 could decreases these positive effects.
Random mutagenesis of C70 in sfTq2 showed more variation and yielded Alanine,
Proline, Serine or Threonine, which are relatively small amino acids. Direct comparison
experiments showed that sfTq2C70V has at least equally reduced expression toxicity
and provides the fastest and brightest fluorescence in the periplasm of all other sfTq2variants (Fig. S6 and S7). These favorable properties were confirmed with additional
periplasmic fusion proteins associated with the IM (NlpA) or the OM (OmpA and LpoB)
(Figs. S10-12).
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Figure S4 – Site-directed sfTq2 cysteine mutants in the periplasm. Cysteine-replaced sfTq2 variants perform better
in the periplasm. (a) Periplasmic expression of sfTq2-PBP5 variants in LMC500 grown in rich medium at 37°C at
relatively non-toxic induction conditions results in large differences in cyan fluorescence. (b) Microscopy of LMC500
grown in rich medium induced with 15 µM IPTG shows strong fluorescence for the sfTq2-PBP5 variants in the
periplasm. For comparison the grayscale of all photographs is the same (80-7000) and the scale bar represents 2
µm. (c) Quantification of the images confirms bright fluorescence signals from the single C48S and C70V sfTq2
variants. The error bars at the mean represents the 95 % confidence interval.
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Figure S6 – mTq2 does not benefit from the cysteine mutations in terms of fluorescence. (a) LMC500 carrying
periplasmic mTq2 cysteine variants on plasmid as PBP5-mTq2xx were grown in the plate reader in rich medium at
37°C at a concentration range of IPTG inducer while monitoring growth and fluorescence. At intermediate induction
conditions there was a clear benefit in growth for the cysteine replaced variants. In terms of fluorescence, sfTq2
was the only FP capable of showing detectable periplasmic signals. (b) The same groups were grown as flask
cultures in TY at 37 °C and expression was induced with 15 µM IPTG for at least 2 MDs. Living, fixed and fixed and
matured samples were imaged, and the fluorescence intensities were quantified revealing no improved
fluorescence of either of the mTq2 cysteine mutant variants compared to mTq2. Between 500 and 1000 cells were
analyzed for each of the groups. The error bars at the mean represent the 95% confidence interval.
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Figure S7– sfGFP fluorescence does not benefit from the C70V mutation in terms of fluorescence. LMC500 carrying
PBP5-sfGFP or PBP5-sfGFP70V plasmids was grown as flask cultures in rich medium at 37°C and periplasmic
expression was induced with 15 µM IPTG for at least 2 MDs. Cells carrying the plasmid not coding for a fusion
protein served as a control (EV). (a) Living, fixed or fixed and matured samples were imaged by fluorescence
microscopy. The photographs are presented at the same gray values for comparison and the scale bar represents
2 µm. (b) The fluorescence intensities were quantified, revealing no major differences between periplasmic sfGFP
and its C70V variant. Between 400 and 900 cells were analyzed for each of the groups. The error bars at the mean
represent the 95% confidence interval.
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Figure S8 – Quantification of sfTq2 and sfTq2ox as fusion to periplasmic IM-associated NlpA. LMC500 carrying
NlpA-sfTq2 or NlpA-sfTq2ox plasmids were grown as flask cultures in rich medium at 37 °C and periplasmic
expression was induced with 10 µM IPTG for at least 2 MDs. Cells carrying the plasmid not coding for a fusion
protein served as a control (EV). (a) Samples of living, fixed and fixed and matured cells were imaged. The
photographs are presented at the same gray values for comparison and the scale bar represents 2 µm. (b) At least
500 cells per group were quantified, except for EV matured (n = 442). The error bars at the mean represent the 95
% confidence interval.
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Figure S9 – Quantification of sfTq2 and sfTq2ox as fusion to periplasmic OM-inserted OmpA177. LMC500 carrying
OmpA177-sfTq2 or OmpA177-sfTq2ox plasmids were grown as flask cultures in rich medium at 37 °C and
periplasmic expression was induced with 15 µM IPTG for at least 2 MDs. Cells carrying the plasmid not coding for
a fusion protein served as a control (EV). (a) Samples of living, fixed and fixed and matured cells were imaged. The
photographs are presented at the same gray values for comparison and the scale bar represents 2 µm. (b)
Fluorescence intensities were quantified. At least 500 cells per group were quantified, except for sfTq2ox alive (n =
472) and sfTq2 fixed (n = 417). The error bars at the mean represent the 95 % confidence interval.
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Figure S10 – Quantification of sfTq2 and sfTq2ox as fusion to periplasmic OM-associated LpoB. LMC500 carrying
periplasmic LpoB-sfTq2 or LpoB-sfTq2ox plasmids were grown as flask cultures in rich medium at 37 °C and induced
with 15 µM IPTG for at least 2 MDs. Cells carrying the base plasmid not coding for a fusion protein served as a
control (EV). (a) Samples of living, fixed and fixed and matured cells were imaged. The photographs are presented
at the same gray values for comparison and the scale bar represents 2 µm. (b) Fluorescence intensities were
quantified. At least 500 cells per group were quantified, except for alive samples EV (n = 368), sfTq2 (n = 466) and
sfTq2ox fixed (n = 482). The error bars at the mean represent the 95 % confidence interval.
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Figure S11 –Western blots show no degradation products of periplasmic constructs. LMC500 carrying indicated
mTq2 variants on plasmid were grown as flask cultures in rich medium at 37 °C and induced with 15 µM IPTG
for at least 2 MDs after which samples were taken for western blotting with αGFP (materials and methods). The
same cultures were used for quantifying fluorescent signals from microscopy images shown in the main text
and supplementary information. Samples were made with and without DTT reducing agent to show possible
oligomerization under oxidative conditions. This was observed mildly for sfTq2C48S-PBP5 only (Fig. 3 main text).
The numbers beside the blots indicate molecular mass markers (kDa).
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Figure S12 – Overview of representative unmixing of all mNG-mTq2 variant FRET samples of table 1 measured
in the fluorometer. The title above the graphs applies to emission graphs of the donor excitation and the acceptor
excitation beneath it. The black dots show the measured spectrum and the red line the calculated spectrum.
These are dissected into a spectrum for the background (gray), mTq2 (blue), mNG (green) and the sensitized
emission (orange). Residual signal that could not be accounted for is plotted as unmixing difference and serves
as a measure of quality. Unmixings using mTq2 or sfTq2 are indicated, the others are with sfTq2ox.

Table S2 – EfA values calculated for FRET samples measured with the plate reader set-up.

Cytoplasmic FRET

Donor FP
to mNG

Fusion

EfA (%)

SD

Repeats

Positive control tandems
mNG-mTq2

mTq2

Free floating

59.0

7.9

4

mNG-sfTq2

sfTq2

Free floating

65.1

6.3

12

mNG-sfTq2C70V

sfTq2ox

Free floating

65.3

2.6

8

Periplasmic FRET
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Positive control tandems
mNG-sfTq2

sfTq2

OmpA177

21.0

3.6

7

mNG-sfTq2C48S

C48S

OmpA177

35.6

4.3

8

mNG-sfTq2C70V

sfTq2ox

OmpA177

37.9

4.7

13

mNG-sfTq2

C48SC70V

OmpA177

40.6

1.8

8

mNG-sfTq2C70V

sfTq2ox

OmpA177*

42.9

3.4

10

mNG-sfTq2C70V

sfTq2ox

LpoB73

36.7

1.9

5

mNG-sfTq2C70V

sfTq2ox

NlpAss

41.4

1.6

7

sfTq2

PBP5OmpA177

-0.0

3.0

8

PBP5OmpA177

-1.1

3.2

16

-1.8

7.4

10

C48S-C70V

Negative controls
mNG-sfTq2 (IM-OM)
mNG-sfTq2C70V (IMOM)

sfTq2ox

mNG-sfTq2C70V (IMIM)

sfTq2ox

NlpAss-FtsB

Biological interactions
PBP5-PBP5

sfTq2

IM-IM

2.7

1.0

3

PBP5S44G-PBP5S44G

sfTq2

IM-IM

9.5

2.6

3

FtsB-FtsL

sfTq2ox

IM-IM

16.2

3.2

9

FtsL-FtsB

sfTq2ox

IM-IM

16.0

3.7

8

SS

is signal sequence, LpoB73 indicates residue 1-73 of LpoB, OmpA177 indicates residue 1177 of OmpA, * indicates a different linker between mNG and sfTq2ox (EF instead of EL, due
to different cloning). Representative unmixing data is shown in Fig. S15.
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Figure S13 – Overview of representative unmixing of all mNG-mTq2 FRET samples shown in table S2 measured
in the plate reader. The title above the graphs applies to emission graphs of the donor excitation and the
acceptor excitation beneath it. The black dots show the measured spectrum and the red line the calculated
spectrum. These are dissected into a spectrum for the background (gray), mTq2 (blue), mNG (green) and the
sensitized emission (orange). Residual signal that could not be accounted for is plotted as unmixing difference
and serves as a measure of quality. Unmixings with mTq2 or sfTq2 are indicated, the others are with sfTq2ox.
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5. Introduction
The kingdom of prokaryotes comprises microorganisms able to inhabit all the corners
of the Earth. Prokaryotic cells are simpler cells, in comparison with the multicellular
eukaryotes, but far more easily adaptable to environmental changes.

Among

prokaryotes, there are species, such as Escherichia coli, the model organism used in
this thesis. E. coli represents the typification of Gram-negative bacteria. It has a diderm
envelope, comprised of a phospholipidic inner membrane, a thick and asymmetrical
outer membrane (OM) and in-between a thin layer of murein or peptidoglycan (PG).
The OM is the peculiarity of the Gram-negative bacteria, that confers them a high level
of protection against a broad spectrum of undesired compounds. The major
components of the OM are lipopolysaccharide (LPS) molecules. The LPS create a
physical barrier that contributes to the thickness of the OM and prevents the entering
of toxic molecules in the bacteria, leading to a strong ability to withstand and survive
in different environments. The adaptability and resistance of Gram-negative bacteria
can be a threat in the case of pathogenic strains. Most E. coli strains do not cause
disease, but virulent strains can lead to infection, especially in the urinary tract and
are sometimes lethal. Currently, there is a shortage of effective drugs in the E. coli
realm, only a few antibiotics are being studied and tested for the treatment of serious
Gram-negative bacterial infections. From this necessity, E. coli and other Gramnegative bacteria have been intensively studied to overcome the low permeability of
the OM. The OM is interconnected with all the envelope components, through modular
machineries, such as the LPS transporter, or through covalent structural interactors,
such as the Braun’s lipoprotein (Lpp). The complexity of these interactions is still not
been fully elucidated yet. The main hurdle is constituted of the transient interactions,
difficult to be observed, and the incredible elasticity, that allow the Gram-negative
bacteria to cope with different environments and circumstances. Moreover, several
mechanisms work in parallel to ensure the integrity and functionality of the cell
envelope. Some of these mechanisms can compensate for the lack of others, such as
the Tol-Pal system can compensate for the loss of Lpp [236,237]. These mechanisms,
for example, must be tightly coordinated to sustain cellular growth and cell division. All
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the three layers of the envelope, in fact, have to be intact, resistant and flexible, at the
same time, to follow the cellular expansion and dramatic changes such as the binary
fission. Therefore, it is not surprising that the key component of the envelope integrity
crosstalk with each other. In this thesis, the main object of study has been the BAM
complex and its relation with peptidoglycan and peptidoglycan synthetic machinery,
the divisome. The BAM complex is the machinery responsible for the correct insertion
of the b-barrel porins into the OM, also known as the OM proteins (OMPs). It is an
essential complex, well conserved amongst the Gram-negative bacteria. In E. coli, the
BAM complex is composed of 5 subunits that resemble a hat-like structure: the hub of
the complex, BamA, that could represent the cylinder, connected to 4 lipoproteins,
arranged like the brim of the hat. The BamA is a b-barrel structure, embedded into the
OM, that contains 5 periplasmic globular subdomains in tandem, called POTRA,
numbered from 1 to 5. In the periplasm, BamB, BamC, BamD and BamE are
interacting amongst each other and the POTRA domains, while their lipidic tail is
anchored in the OM. This complex structure is well-known, although its mechanism of
action is still unclear. What is known is the pivotal role of the BAM, especially in folding
and inserting into the OM essential OMPs. Amongst these OMPs there is OmpA, one
of the most abundant actors in the E. coli OM, that plays an important role in OM
stability [77]. Furthermore, the LdtD b-barrel, an essential component for the LPS
transporter modular machinery. Therefore, the BAM complex has a direct and indirect
role in maintaining the functionality and the integrity of the OM.

5.1 Novel insight on the spatial arrangement of the BAM complex
In Chapter 2, the spatial arrangement of BAM in the cell envelope was investigated.
What was unknown is the mutual disposition of the PG and the BAM subunits. It was
previously thought that the BAM subunits were “hanging” above the murein layer, with
no specific interaction. With the use of immunofluorescence techniques, it was
discovered that antibodies against the BAM subunits could not reach their epitopes
unless the peptidoglycan was digested first. A similar result was obtained with
polyclonal antibodies against the whole BAM complex and with antibodies specific for
each BAM lipoprotein. These findings suggested the possibility of a BAM-PG
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interaction. To better understand this spatial arrangement, we inserted a Human
influenza hemagglutinin (HA) tag to the POTRA 1 and the BamE subunit, the furthest
and the closest position to the OM, respectively. The PG digestion, through lysozyme,
seems to be required to expose the HA epitope to the anti-HA antibodies.
Immunolabelling against other OM lipoproteins did not require the murein digestion,
evidence that this behavior was related to BAM only. Lastly, we observe the
impossibility of reaching the BAM epitopes also in E. coli engineered strains
expressing a longer version of the Braun’s lipoprotein, the OM-PG staple. These
strains resulted in an enhanced distance between the OM and the PG, a distance that
did not help any exposure of BAM subunits epitopes. It is, therefore, possible that the
BAM lipoproteins are not just located in PG close proximity, but they are spanning
through the murein layer. This would offer advantages for the cell, such as the
facilitation for the BAM to reach its substrates. Moreover, this can also be beneficial,
inasmuch as the BAM subunits spanning the PG layer, can passively anchor the
murein, imposing a defined OM-PG distance. Although more investigation is needed
to reveal the nature of this interaction and test this arrangement in different conditions,
we were able to show for the first time the close spatial organization between the BAM
complex and the murein layer. This finding will help to understand a small part of the
great complexity that lies within the cell envelope. This complexity is the result of the
composition of the cell envelope layers and the sophisticated mechanism and
crosstalk amongst cell envelope machineries. It would be of general interest to
understand how the BAM and PG interact with each other. Crosslinking experiment
could help to understand if specific BAM sequences or secondary structures support
this BAM-PG anchoring. Furthermore, it would be intriguing to see if mutating those
specific sequences or motifs would lead to a disruption of this arrangement. Once we
can find out mutants that show impaired BAM-PG arrangement, it could be worth
observing the upregulation or the downregulation of OM proteins, as much as
components of the elongasome and divisome, the PG synthetic machineries. This will
lead to a better understanding of the mechanism that conducts the sophisticated
orchestra of the cell envelope.
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5.2 The discovery of the crosstalk between the BAM complex and
the divisome
Steady-state growth of E. coli cells allows the correlation of cell length to cell age. This
can enable the observation of the expression of the proteins during in time, more
precisely, during the cell division cycle age. In Chapter 3, using BAM-specific
antibodies, in steady-state wild-type cells, we observed the production of the BAM
complex. The β-barrel assembly machinery expression is constant during the cell
cycle, and it distributes in foci all along the cell surface, but it enriches at midcell in the
second half of the cell division cycle. More precisely, the BAM localizes at the
constriction site in parallel with divisome maturation. To shed more light on the
mechanism behind this behavior, it was investigated whether BAM midcell enrichment
requires active septation. In the presence of aztreonam, the division machinery is
incapable of synthesizing new septal cell wall material, even though the complex is
complete and mature. Preventing septation with aztreonam, we observed a BAM peak
in correspondence of midcell and at the future division sites at ¼ and ¾ of the
filamentous cells. Despite the inhibition of the PG synthetase, the BAM accumulation
at the constriction site was not affected. This result shows that BAM midcell
localization does not require an active PG synthesis, therefore, we decided to test
whether this occurrence is correlated to a complete and mature divisome. The BAM
localization was assessed in different thermosensitive division protein mutants. The
BAM is still present at midcell after the absence of the late cell division proteins PBP3
and FtsQ. Expression of the Tre1 toxin, which impairs FtsZ filamentation and therefore
the divisome assembly, results in the complete loss of BAM mid-cell enrichment. The
BAM complex recruitment at the division site seems to rely on the Z-ring formation. In
this study, we also discovered that the BAM and the SecYEG translocon co-localize
at midcell during constriction, which may facilitate the insertion of the new OM material
in the nascent poles. The translocon occurrence at the division site is also impaired
by the lack of a mature Z-ring. A strong effect was identified for YidC, which is essential
for the membrane insertion of cell division proteins. The presence of the Z-ring is
needed for preseptal PG synthesis and inactivation of septal transpeptidase PBP3 by
aztreonam leads to PG polymerization without crosslinking. As BAM was shown to be
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embedded in the PG layer, it is possible that BAM is inserted preferentially
simultaneously with de novo PG synthesis to facilitate the insertion of OMPs in the
newly synthesized outer membrane. As previously mentioned, Gram-negative
bacteria, with their three-layered envelope, need to tightly coordinate cell growth and
division. Several machineries have to crosstalk and communicate in order to monitor
the ongoing processes and to ensure the right localization and timing. After revealing
the spatial arrangement between the OM BAM machinery and the underlying PG layer,
we are adding another piece to this intricate mosaic of understanding Gram-negative
bacterial cells. The BAM complex is able to crosstalk with the divisome machinery
including the IM Sec translocase and YidC insertase. This allows coordination and
functionality in space and time. These findings lead to more questions that remained
unanswered. It would be interesting to find possible physical interactions between the
BAM complex and the FtsZ protein, if there are some. Alternatively, it would be
possible that an interactor could bridge the FtsZ and the BAM complex to be inserted
more at midcell, and maybe test if the same interactor is responsible for the YidC
midcell localization. Possible candidates can be already mentioned, such as the
protein Blr or the YraP. These proteins have a role in the OM, but somehow seem to
be involved in the cell division. This would reveal that the current complexity of
interaction between the envelope layer is even more complex and sophisticated,
leading to more comprehension and a better understanding of the bacterial cell. After
all, prokaryotes cells may not be so simple as we described them at the beginning of
this chapter. So far, the immunolabelling technique helped us to reveal the
spatiotemporal topography of the BAM complex, in E. coli cells, and its crosstalk with
the divisome and the inner membrane protein translocating Sec machinery. This
knowledge will lead to help the finding of inhibitors of pathogenic multi-drug resistant
Gram-negative bacteria. The ultimate goal is to simply increase the OM barrier
permeability. The permeable OM will allow the entrance of commonly used antibiotics
that have no impact on Gram-negative bacteria, inasmuch they cannot permeate the
OM. Besides, targeting a complex that is entwined with others, will decrease the
chance to develop multi-drug resistance.
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5.3 The creation of protein-protein interaction detector tool
Since Gram-negative bacteria represent a major challenge for antibiotic efficacy due
to the presence of the additional membrane. In addition to elucidate the cellular
mechanisms, the screening of potential inhibitors of periplasmic proteins will
guarantee success in new drug discovery. Fluorescent proteins (FP) are a versatile
tool for this purpose, but most of them do not fluoresce in the bacterial periplasm. The
periplasm, in fact, is an oxidative environment that hampers the proper folding and
maturation of FPs, especially due to the tendency of forming undesired disulfide
bonds. Only a few proteins were able to cope with the harsh periplasmic space:
mCherry (mCh), mNeonGreen (mNG) and superfolderGFP (sfGFP). mCherry does
not possess any native cysteine, thus it is suitable for a periplasmic expression,
despite the long maturation time. sfGFP, conversely, contains two native cysteines,
but its fast-folding capability helps it coping with the oxidizing environment.
In Chapter 4, we decided to apply its enhanced folding to a cyan fluorescence protein,
mTurquoise2 (mTq2) unable to fluoresce in the periplasmic space. mTq2 resulted in
the highest energy transfer FRET efficiency when coupled with mNG. After the
superfolder modifications, the cyan protein superfolder mTq2 (sfTq2) was able to
fluoresce in the periplasm, although not at its fullest potential. The fast-folding
modification was not sufficient to protect its 2 native cysteines from forming
promiscuous disulfide bridges. Therefore, sfTq2 was mutagenized to replace the
cysteines with some possible amino acidic residues that would not affect its ability to
fold and fluoresce. Site-direct and random mutagenesis rounds lead to the exact same
conclusion: only the cysteine (C70) needed to be replaced and the Valine
demonstrated to be the best candidate. This cyan version was called superfolder
mTq2ox (sfTq2ox). sfTq2ox in the periplasm is remarkably successful. Due to their
spectral overlap, this variant was tested in a FRET assay coupled with mNG. The
positive control showed an energy transfer of 40% in the periplasmic space. Since the
main goal was to use the FRET assay to assess biological interaction, we perform it
using the couple FtsL and FtsB. The interaction of these division proteins resulted in
18% of energy transfer, but this rate decreased when performed in cells expressing
the mutated versions that impaired the interaction, dropping to only 3%.
138

Engineering the new sfTq2ox we create a useful tool to assess biological interactions
in the periplasm of Gram-negative bacteria. Moreover, the thus far highest detection
range was obtained. In conclusion, we did pave the way for the screening of
compounds

that

can

have

bacteriostatic

or

bactericidal

action.

There is still a long way to go, but step by step we are moving toward the ultimate
goal: defeating once for good the 33,000 deaths for bacterial infection worldwide.
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Summary

Gram-negative bacteria possess a three-layered envelope composed of an inner
membrane, surrounded by a peptidoglycan (PG) layer, enclosed by an outer
membrane (OM). The envelope ensures protection against diverse hostile
environments and offers an effective barrier against antibiotics. The layers are
connected to each other through many protein interactions. Bacteria evolved
sophisticated machineries that maintain the integrity and the functionality of each
layer. The β-barrel assembly machinery (BAM), for example, is responsible for the
insertion of the outer membrane integral proteins including the lipopolysaccharide
transport machinery protein LptD.

In Chapter 2, Labelling bacterial cells with BAM-specific fluorescent antibodies
revealed the spatial arrangement between the machinery and the PG layer. Given the
size of the BAM complex, it was expected that most of it would be above the PG layer.
However, the antibody detection of each BAM subunit required the enzymatic
digestion of the PG layer, suggesting that each subunit is below the PG. Enhancing
the spacing between the outer membrane and PG did not abolish this prerequisite.
This suggests that BAM anchors the PG layer and locally sets the distance between
OM and the PG. Our results shed new light on the local organization of the Gramnegative envelope [171].

In Chapter 3, the BAM distribution in the outer membrane was investigated. The BAM
localizes in bright distinct foci in the cylindrical part of the cells, with an accumulation
at the division site in constricting cells. To detect what was causing this midcell
localization of BAM, we analyzed its relationship with the cell division machinery.
Inhibiting the septal PG synthesis with aztreonam did not affect the BAM midcell
localization, suggesting that it did not require active septation. To understand which
divisome protein could be responsible for BAM accumulation of midcell, BAM
localization was studied in thermosensitive single mutants of late localizing cell
division proteins. Since BAM localized in all these strain at midcell at the non170

permissive temperature, it was concluded that its localization must be dependent on
early localizing cell division proteins.
When we prevented the Z-ring formation, by expressing the toxin Tre-1, the BAM
midcell localization was lost. The requirement for the BAM complex recruitment at the
division site is the Z-ring formation. Furthermore, a similar localization behaviour was
exhibited by the IM insertase YidC, which is involved in transporting IM proteins
including some divisome proteins. These findings suggest a crosstalk between the
BAM machinery and the divisome. Possibly, this interaction is extended to the IM
protein translocation machinery. These results, all taken together imply a tight
coordination with cell division and the complex involved in providing the new OM
protein pool [238].
Chapter 4 described the engineering process that led to the new cyan fluorescent
protein based on super folder mTurquoise2 (sfmTq2). The new variant, christened
super folder turquoise 2 ox (sfTq2ox), can withstand the oxidizing periplasmic space of
Gram-negative bacteria, by the replacement of a native cysteine, avoiding the
formation of promiscuous disulfide bonds. This improved version succeeds as an
excellent donor in periplasmic FRET studies in E. coli cells. Two manuscripts on this
subject were published [208,230].
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Samenvatting

Gram-negatieve bacteriën worden omhuld door drie lagen bestaande uit een
binnenmembraan (inner membrane, IM), omgeven door een peptidoglycaan (PG)
laag, omsloten door een buitenmembraan (outer membrane; OM). De celenvelop
zorgt voor bescherming tegen diverse vijandige milieus en biedt een effectieve
barrière tegen antibiotica. De lagen zijn met elkaar verbonden door vele
eiwitinteracties. Bacteriën ontwikkelden geavanceerde machines die de integriteit en
functionaliteit van elke laag in stand houden. De β-barrel-assemblagemachine (βbarrel assembly machinery; BAM) is bijvoorbeeld verantwoordelijk voor de insertie van
de

integrale

buitenmembraaneiwitten,

waaronder

het

lipopolysaccharide-

transportmachine-eiwit LptD.

In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt getoond hoe het labelen van bacteriële cellen met BAMspecifieke fluorescerende antilichamen de ruimtelijke ordening tussen de machine en
de PG-laag onthulde. Gezien de omvang van het Bam-complex werd verwacht dat het
grootste deel zich boven de PG-laag zou bevinden. De antilichaamdetectie van elke
BAM-subeenheid vereiste echter de enzymatische vertering van de PG-laag, wat
suggereert dat ieder van de 5 eiwitten waaruit BAM is opgebouwd zich onder de PG
bevindt. Het vergroten van de afstand tussen het buitenmembraan en PG schaft deze
voorwaarde niet af. Dit suggereert dat BAM de PG-laag verankert en lokaal de afstand
tussen OM en de PG bepaalt. Onze resultaten werpen een nieuw licht op de lokale
organisatie van de celenvelop. [171]

In Hoofdstuk 3 werd de BAM-verdeling in het buitenmembraan onderzocht. De BAM
lokaliseerde in meerdere heldere foci in het cilindrische deel van de staafvormige cel,
met een ophoping op de celdelingsplaats. Om te detecteren wat deze lokalisatie van
BAM veroorzaakte, analyseerden we de relatie met het eiwitcomplex dat
verantwoordelijk is voor de celdeling. We onderzochten of de lokalisatie op de
delingsplaats van het BAM-complex actieve celdeling vereiste. Remming van de
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septum PG-synthese met aztreonam bleek de lokalisatie van de BAM op
celdelingsplaatsen niet te beïnvloeden. We probeerden te begrijpen welk divisoomeiwit verantwoordelijk zou kunnen zijn voor BAM-accumulatie op celdelingsplaatsen
door naar de BAM-lokalisatie te kijken in temperatuurgevoelige mutanten van laat op
de delingsplek lokaliserende celdelingseiwitten. Bij de temperatuur waarbij deze
eiwitten niet meer functioneel waren, kon BAM nog steeds op celdelingsplaatsen
lokaliseren. Dit suggereerde dat BAM-lokalisatie op celdelingsplaatsen afhankelijk is
van de vroeg lokaliserende celdelingseiwitten. Toen we de vorming van de Z-ring
voorkwamen, door het toxine Tre-1 tot expressie te brengen, ging de lokalisatie van
de BAM op potentiele celdelingsplaatsen verloren. Het criterium voor de werving van
het BAM-complex op de celdelingsplaatsen is daarom de Z-ringformatie. Verder werd
een vergelijkbare lokalisatie vertoond door het IM-insertase YidC, dat betrokken is bij
het transport van IM-eiwitten, o. a. van enkele celdelingseiwitten. Deze bevindingen
suggereren een coördinatie tussen de BAM-machine en het divisoom. Mogelijk wordt
bij deze interactie ook de IM-eiwittranslocatiemachine betrokken. Deze resultaten,
alles bij elkaar genomen, impliceren een strakke coördinatie tussen het celdeling
proces en het complex dat betrokken is bij het leveren van de nieuwe OM-eiwitpool
[238].
Hoofdstuk 4 beschreef het engineeringproces dat leidde tot het nieuwe cyaan
fluorescerende eiwit op basis van superfolder mTurquoise2 (mTq2). De nieuwe
variant, genaamd superfolder turquoise 2 ox (sfTq2ox), is in staat om de oxiderende
periplasmatische ruimte van Gram-negatieve bacteriën te weerstaan, door de
vervanging van een natuurlijk cysteïne, waardoor de vorming van promiscue
disulfidebruggen wordt vermeden. Deze verbeterde versie werkt uitstekend als donor
in periplasmatische FRET-onderzoeken in E. coli-cellen. Twee manuscripten over dit
onderzoek zijn gepubliceerd [208,230].
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Sommario

I batteri Gram-negativi possiedono una parete cellulare a tre strati, composta da una
membrana interna (MI), circondata da uno strato di peptidoglicano (PG), racchiuso da
una membrana esterna (ME). La parete cellulare garantisce protezione contro diversi
ambienti ostili e offre un'efficace barriera contro gli antibiotici. Gli strati sono collegati
tra loro attraverso molte interazioni proteiche. I batteri hanno sviluppato sofisticati
macchinari che mantengono l'integrità e la funzionalità di ogni strato. Il macchinario di
assemblaggio β-barile (β-barrel assembly machineru, BAM), ad esempio, è
responsabile dell'inserimento delle proteine integrali della membrana esterna, inclusa
la proteina del macchinario di trasporto dei lipopolisaccaridi LptD.

Nel Capitolo 2, la marcatura di cellule batteriche con anticorpi fluorescenti specifici
per BAM ha rivelato la disposizione spaziale tra il macchinario e lo strato PG. Date le
dimensioni del complesso BAM, ci si aspettava che la maggior parte di esso si
trovasse al di sopra dello strato PG. Tuttavia, il rilevamento tramite anticorpi specifici
per ciascuna subunità BAM richiede la digestione enzimatica dello strato PG,
suggerendo che ciascuna subunità è al di sotto del PG. L’aumento artificiale dello
spazio tra la membrana esterna e PG non abolisce questo prerequisito. Ciò
suggerisce che BAM áncora lo strato PG e imposta localmente la distanza tra OM e
PG. I nostri risultati gettano nuova luce sull'organizzazione locale dell'involucro Gramnegativo [171]

Nel Capitolo 3 è stata studiata la distribuzione di BAM nella membrana esterna. Il
BAM si localizza in punti distinti nella parte cilindrica delle cellule, con un accumulo
nel sito di divisione nelle cellule in costrizione. Per capire il meccanismo dietro questa
localizzazione a midcell di BAM, abbiamo analizzato la sua relazione con il
macchinario di divisione cellulare. L'inibizione della sintesi del PG settale mediante
l’antibiotico aztreonam non influenza la localizzazione di BAM nel sito di divisione,
suggerendo che non richiedeva settazione attiva. Per capire quale proteina del
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divisoma potrebbe essere responsabile dell'accumulo di BAM a midcell, la
localizzazione di BAM è stata studiata in singoli mutanti termosensibili di proteine
‘tardive’ di divisione cellulare. Poiché BAM si localizza al centro della cellula in tutti i
ceppi termosensibili, cresciuti alla temperatura non permissiva, si è concluso che la
sua localizzazione deve dipendere dalla localizzazione delle proteine ‘precoci’ di
divisione cellulare. Quando abbiamo impedito la formazione dell'anello Z, esprimendo
la tossina Tre-1, la localizzazione di BAM a midcell è stata persa. Il requisito per il
reclutamento del complesso BAM nel sito della divisione è dunque la formazione
dell'anello Z. Inoltre, un comportamento di localizzazione simile è stato mostrato
dall'insertasi di MI YidC, che è coinvolta nel trasporto di proteine della MI, comprese
alcune proteine del divisoma. Questi risultati suggeriscono una comunicazione tra il
macchinario BAM e il divisoma. Forse, questa interazione è estesa al macchinario di
traslocazione della proteina di MI. Questi risultati, tutti presi insieme, implicano uno
stretto coordinamento con la divisione cellulare e il complesso coinvolto nel fornire il
nuovo pool proteico di ME [238].

Nel Capitolo 4 viene descritto il processo ingegneristico che ha portato alla nuova
proteina fluorescente turchese basata sulla preesistente superfolder mTurquoise2
(sfmTq2). La nuova variante, battezzata superfolder turquoise 2 ox (sfTq2ox), è in
grado di resistere allo spazio periplasmatico altamente ossidante dei batteri Gramnegativi, mediante la sostituzione di una cisteina nativa, evitando la formazione di
legami disolfuro promiscui. Questa versione migliorata si offre come un eccellente
donatore negli studi FRET periplasmatici in cellule di E. coli. Sono stati pubblicati due
manoscritti su questo argomento [208,230].
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